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Executive Summary
The United Kingdom is currently passing
through a winter which has been characterised
by strong winds and exceptional levels of
rainfall. According to the Met Office, this winter
has seen the highest rainfall levels for almost
250 years in the South East of England. As
part of this exceptional winter, Gatwick Airport,
its airlines and passengers were faced with
an extraordinary set of circumstances on
Christmas Eve, 2013. Very high winds on the
day before had left many aircraft out of position;
unexpected and unprecedented levels of river
flooding led to the loss of three airfield electrical
sub stations that serve the runway’s lighting
system; similarly unprecedented quantities of
rainfall caused the North Terminal basement
to be flooded leading to the loss of electrical
power and of some key systems; and local
transport networks – both road and rail – were
also severely impacted by the weather.
This unique set of circumstances was always
going to be very hard to manage and, on this
occasion, the airport community overreached
itself in seeking to maintain a close to normal
flying programme on the day. In doing so, while
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the majority of airport passengers flew that
day, a very significant number of passengers
endured poor levels of service and information
before seeing their flights either substantially
delayed or, ultimately, cancelled.
In response to these events, as a non-executive
Director of Gatwick Airport Limited, I was asked
by the Board to lead the production of this
Report on the events of the day; and to make
such recommendations as I see fit. The full
Terms of Reference are set out in Annex 1.
There are important lessons to be drawn from
these events, particularly:
1. F
 lood prevention and alleviation planning;
2. The adequacy of the airport’s contingency
and resilience plans; and
3. The execution of these plans on the day,
particularly in relation to passenger welfare.
In relation to flood prevention and alleviation
planning, it is clear that, on the basis of
professional advice taken from the Environment
Agency and internationally recognised experts,
the airport’s investment of £20 million on flood
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prevention since the change of ownership in
2009 paid dividends in that the South Terminal
– which had been seen as at greatest risk of
flooding – did not in fact flood. But it is also
clear that actual flooding was significantly
more severe than expectations based on flood
modelling work. This work should be redone
urgently. In addition, although the runway
operated continuously, the loss of facilities in the
North Terminal requires existing flood alleviation
plans to be accelerated, important new remedial
work to be undertaken and new procedures to
be put in place.
The Airport also has a good deal of work to
do to ensure that its contingency planning
arrangements reach the level of excellence
already achieved by its snow plans. The report
sets out a number of recommendations on
how this might be done, covering in particular
the need for GAL and its airlines to agree on
the implications of different levels of airport
capability for the level of operations on the
day; the development of joint disruption plans
with the largest operators at the airport; the
avoidance of an unmanageable build-up

Executive Summary
of passengers at the airport; and makes a
particular point that no mass switch of flights
between Terminals should be attempted until
adequate plans covering all these elements are
in place.
A further important set of recommendations
relates to passenger welfare issues. These
relate particularly to ensuring that systems
and staff are in place to ensure passengers
are appropriately informed about the evolving
situation on a day of difficulty; that sufficient
attention is paid to passenger, and indeed staff
welfare; and that in future these issues are
treated with as much attention and focus as
operational issues.
The Report is structured as follows:
• S
 ection 1 sets out the context of the
disruption, including events leading up to 24
December 2013;
• S
 ection 2 discusses the adequacy of the
airport’s flood prevention and alleviation
plans, including the implementation of
the recommendations from the Pitt report
following flooding in 2007;

• S
 ection 3 considers the adequacy of the
airport’s contingency and resilience plans,
in particular the airport’s approach to
using Bronze, Silver and Gold disruption
management and the airport community’s
communications, resourcing and decision
making;
• S
 ection 4 considers the airport community’s
management of and response to significant
passenger welfare issues that arose during
the disruption;

Annexes:
1. Full terms of reference
2. Events log
3. Organisations and individuals consulted
4. Summary statistics of flights at Gatwick
Airport on 23, 24 and 25 December 2013
5. Passenger terminal data
6. Summary of disruption at Gatwick Airport on
16 October 2013

• S
 ection 5 assesses the extent to which safety
issues relating to the operation of the airport
arose and how these were addressed;
• S
 ection 6 sets out the process of recovery
from the incident; and
• S
 ection 7 sets out the conclusions of the
review.
Throughout the report I have sought to take an
objective approach to the assessment of the
available evidence of the events leading up to
and beyond 24 December 2013.
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1

Context

Introduction
Gatwick Airport is the world’s busiest single
runway airport. Gatwick occupies a key
strategic location in the Greater London area,
one of the busiest centres for air transport
in the world. The airport is the UK’s second
busiest by passenger traffic, the tenth largest
in Europe for international passengers, and
handles approximately 25% of Greater London’s
traffic. In 2013, 35.4 million passengers passed
through Gatwick. Gatwick Airport serves over
215 destinations worldwide with a diversified
route network and a broad base of airlines
– over 60 carriers operate regularly from the
airport.
Gatwick’s airfield operations were severely
affected by the adverse weather late on 23 and
early on 24 December 2013. In particular, three
of the electrical sub-stations serving the airfield
were affected by flooding and high winds blew
unrestrained aircraft baggage containers onto
the airfield, damaging the runway instrument
landing system. The high winds also resulted in
35 inbound diversions away from Gatwick on
the evening of 23 December.
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In addition, Gatwick Airport’s North Terminal
electrical systems were affected by flooding
early on the morning of 24 December 2013.
This ultimately led to 72 departing flights,
and 73 arriving flights, being cancelled.
These cancellations impacted over 13,000
passengers. 146 of the 188 planned departures
for the day were subject to delays of over 30
minutes with over 90 experiencing delays of up
to 4 hours and over 50 over 4 hours, with some
flights being delayed by up to 13 hours. These
delays impacted thousands more passengers.
The detrimental impact on passengers was
magnified by the fact that this occurred on
Christmas Eve, with many people wishing to
travel to spend Christmas Day with friends and
family.
The flooding at Gatwick Airport on Christmas
Eve was the culmination of unprecedented
levels of rainfall over preceding weeks and
months. River flows at the three waterways
in the immediate vicinity of the airport were
at record levels. Water table levels were also
substantially higher than usual. These factors
and the very high winds that were experienced
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point to the fact that the airport was faced
by an exceptional and difficult challenge on
that day. This was magnified by the more
general difficulties in the region, with flooding
in neighbouring areas, the complete closure of
the main railway line, the closure of the M23
motorway and of local roads by flooding and
felled trees.
Following the disruption, the Board of Gatwick
Airport Limited (GAL) appointed me as a nonexecutive Director, to lead an urgent review
of the events of 24 December 2013. The full
terms of reference for the review are included at
Annex 1, but the key points that the review was
requested to cover were:
• T
 he adequacy of the airport’s flood prevention
and alleviation plans, including the extent to
which the relevant recommendations of Sir
Michael Pitt following the 2007 flood have
been implemented;
• T
 he adequacy of the airport’s contingency
and resilience plans for dealing with these
events on airport operations;

Context
• T
 he execution of all these plans in the period
of the incident; and
• T
 he process of recovery from the incident.
The review has utilised a small number of GAL
staff to analyse data available from the events
on the day as well as utilising independent
experts in flood prevention, airfield operations
and airline operations. In addition, bilateral
meetings were held with airport stakeholders
and GAL staff that were present and had
accountabilities at the time of the disruption.
A multilateral stakeholder event was also held
to share experiences and views. A list of those
consulted is included at Annex 3. GAL has also
held a number of interviews with passengers
affected by the delays and cancellation on the
day, and a report from those interviews has fed
into this review.
Topography of Gatwick
The airport covers an area of 674 hectares.
The airport has two main passenger terminal
complexes – South Terminal, which is located
on the eastern side of the airport and North
Terminal on the north side. In addition to the

1

two main passenger terminal complexes it
is characterised by substantial areas of built
development comprising an airfield environment
of stands, taxiways and runway which are
separated by extensive grassed areas; the
airport’s road network; surface and decked car
parking; and ancillary developments such as
hotels, maintenance and cargo facilities.
90 percent of the site is already developed or
in use for airport purposes. In addition, some
52 hectares forms a strategic landscaped zone
inside the airport’s northern and north-western
boundary, alongside the River Mole. 74 hectares
of land east of the railway line form part of a
designated Strategic Gap between the airport
and Crawley.
The upper reaches of the River Mole, including
several of the catchment’s water courses – the
Gatwick Stream, Crawter’s Brook, Manns Brook
and Westfield Stream - run across the airport.
These are shown on Figure 1 overleaf.
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The Gatwick estate is generally flat, at an
average of around 59m Above Ordnance Datum
(AoD). But the areas around North Terminal and
South Terminal are located on ground which is
1 to 3 metres lower (56m-58m AoD).

Figure 1
Gatwick Airport and main waterways

A Groundwater Flooding Study conducted by
DEFRA (2004) shows no historic groundwater
flooding incidents at or near the airport; and
Crawley Borough Council’s Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (Interim Update October 2012)
found that “there is no conclusive evidence of
elevated susceptibility to groundwater flooding
within the Borough”.
Disruption on 23 December 2013
The south east of England was forecast to
experience high winds on 23 December 2013.
These high winds were of a magnitude such
that disruptions to normal airport operations at
Gatwick were expected. On 23 December the
only warnings of a flood threat in the area were
of a general nature.
The high winds duly materialised, and
despite clear instructions from GAL to airport
stakeholders that all assets should be secured,
8
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Context
some airfield equipment was dislodged by these
winds, with consequential damage to three
aircraft. In response to the high winds warning,
GAL initiated its Crisis Management process,
with a Bronze1 meeting held at 3pm. Notes
of this meeting indicate that participants were
clear that at that time that there was no need
for additional staff resource. However, there
was also recognition that if the situation were to
change, it might be more difficult than normal to
increase staffing levels given it was so close to
Christmas.
The high winds on 23 December and the early
hours of 24 December made landing difficult,
with the result that 35 inbound aircraft were
diverted away from Gatwick. These diversions
affected nine airlines, with the diversions by
airline shown in Table 1.
1 “Bronze” is the level of Gatwick’s Crisis Management Command and
Control process that co-ordinates the frontline or operational response to
a disruption event.

Table 1
Inbound aircraft diverted away from Gatwick
on 23 December 2013
Airline

No. of diverts

easyJet

202

British Airways

4

Norwegian

3

Thomas Cook

2

Thomson

2

Emirates

1

Ryanair

1

Monarch

1

TAP

1

Total

35

Source: GAL analysis

2 e
 asyJet provided information stating that it had 21 of its aircraft diverted
away from Gatwick overnight.
3 G
 AL told me that easyJet had 31 aircraft on the ground at 05:00

1

This level of out-of-position aircraft would have
made 24 December a challenging day for the
airport. This would particularly have been the
case for easyJet, the airport’s largest operator.
In response to these diversions, easyJet stated
that they made six pre-emptive cancellations
on domestic flights out of Gatwick at around
midnight on 23 December. easyJet then
continued to work through the night to develop
a robust recovery plan, which was in place by
04:00 on 24 December. This plan was to use
the 27 aircraft3 on the ground at Gatwick on
the morning of 24 December and to position
18 aircraft back to Gatwick, using standby
crew. easyJet stated that there was also a
requirement for significant delays to some flights
through 24 December.
easyJet stated that it was confident that it
would have been able to deliver its revised plan
as i) wind conditions were expected to be much
calmer; ii) it had sufficient aircraft and crew
capability; and iii) as it was Christmas Eve, it
was not operating a third wave of flights out of
Gatwick in the late evening so had some more
flexibility than it would have on another day.
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Disruption on 24 December 2013
Airfield disruption
The heavy rain that had been experienced in the
run up to 24 December continued overnight,
as did the high winds. The high winds resulted
in unsecured baggage containers being
dislodged, displaced and thus causing damage
to the Instrument Landing System, putting it
out of service at 03:35. This was despite GAL
having issued a notice to the airport community
to ensure that all airfield items were sufficiently
secured.
At 04:15 Gatwick Airport received a telephone
call from the Environment Agency warning that
the River Mole was close to bursting its banks.
It has since been found that the Environment
Agency also copied generalised flood warnings
by fax to Gatwick Airport’s Airfield Operations at
16:47 (for the Gatwick Stream) and 16:56 (for
the River Mole) on 23 December and 01:28 (for
the Ifield Brook).
However, duty engineering staff state that due
to the ongoing issues on the airfield caused by
high winds and heavy rainfall, these faxes were
10

not seen or acted upon. The River Mole and
Crawter’s Brook burst their banks at 04:40.
North Terminal disruption
At around 05:00 electrical disruption affected
the North Terminal, resulting in most of the
electrical and electronic services failing. The
North terminal is served by six switch rooms,
only two of which failed. However, although
some systems remained operational, the power
system issues meant that there were:
• O
 nly 2 of 9 international baggage reclaim
belts operating;
• No power and no lights in the baggage
reclaim hall;
• No check-in systems;
• No flight information screens;
• No telephone systems;
• Only out-of-gauge luggage check-in belts
operational; and
• Toilet flushing mechanisms on the ground
and first floors, which are driven by electronic
systems, not operating.
In addition, the airport IT basis of the
flight information system, IDAHO, was not
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operational in the North Terminal for a period
of time, between 05:00 and 10:30 – although
IDAHO was operational and available in other
areas of the airport campus. This meant the
ability for the different North Terminal airport
participants to communicate effectively with
each other about flight status was substantially
compromised. The passenger security
screening facilities, where passengers move
from landside to airside, were also significantly
affected, although only in one area, which
meant that the six security lanes in that area
were unavailable. However, 10 other security
lanes remained operational.
24 December flight programme
Gatwick was scheduled to handle 260
departing and 300 arriving flights on 24
December. This corresponded to some 38,000
departing passengers and some 25,000
arriving passengers. Each airline, in the light of
their understanding of the disruption affecting
the North Terminal, the likelihood of it being
resolved, and the mitigation plans that had been
activated, made decisions about their respective
flight programmes for the rest of the day. This
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Context
ultimately resulted in 72 departing flights and 73
arriving flights being cancelled over the course
of the day (67 departing flights and 60 arriving
flights being originally scheduled from the North
Terminal). These cancellations affected over
11,300 departing passengers and nearly 5,000
arriving passengers over the course of the day.
This is shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2
Summary of ATM departures, arrivals and cancellations on 24 December 2013
North Terminal

South Terminal

Remote Stand

Total

Scheduled departures

132

112

16

260

Departed

65

108

15

188

Cancelled

67

4

1

72

Scheduled arrivals

134

121

45

300

Arrived

74

116

37

227

Cancelled

60

5

8

73

Source: GAL analysis

Table 3
Summary of passenger departures, arrivals and cancellations on 24 December 2013
North Terminal

South Terminal

Remote Stand

Total

Scheduled departures

21,786

16,179

361

38,326

Departed

11,074

15,585

361

27,020

Cancelled

10,712

594

0

11,306

Scheduled arrivals

12,451

11,683

1,020

25,154

Arrived

7,973

11,289

945

20,207

Cancelled

4,478

394

75

4,947

Source: GAL analysis
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The adequacy of Gatwick Airport’s
flood prevention and alleviation planning

Introduction
As noted in Section 1, Gatwick Airport is a
major international gateway and lies within the
upper reaches of the River Mole catchment and
several other watercourses’ catchment areas.
These run under, across and around the airport.
Despite this, until the events of 24 December
2013, flooding had had little effect on the
operation of the airport. That said, the nearby
towns of Crawley and Horley did experience
flooding in 2000 when the A23, which runs
under the South Terminal, was closed.
Therefore the risk of flooding is a concern
that has been recognised by GAL, given the
inconvenience and disruption flooding would
cause to passengers and airlines.
In light of these concerns, GAL has worked
in partnership with the Environment Agency,
Crawley Borough Council and several
expert flood advisers to seek to reduce the
risk of flooding, both on the airport and in
its immediate surroundings. GAL and the
Environment Agency published the approach
to be taken to manage and reduce the flood
risks at Gatwick Airport in a report in 2011

12

“Flood risk management and reduction”. The
report set out a strategic approach to reducing
flood risk, as well as practical approaches to be
considered and adopted for new and existing
developments at the airport.
Identified flood risk at Gatwick Airport
The risk of flooding at Gatwick Airport comes
from two main sources:
1. Fluvial flooding, from the Rivers around the
airport – the River Mole, the Gatwick Stream
and Crawter’s Brook. This flooding generally
occurs with longer duration storms in the
upstream river catchment; and
2. Pluvial flooding, from intense direct rainfall
falling on the airport itself in quantities that
exceed the capacity of the surface water
drainage system. This flooding generally
occurs after intense, albeit often short,
storms.
Flood risk modelling undertaken by the
Environment Agency in 2003 indicated that
both the Gatwick Stream and the River Mole are
potential sources of flood risk, with the principal
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flood risk being from the Gatwick Stream.
Flood modelling estimates that there is a 1 in 20
(5 percent each year) chance of fluvial flooding
of parts of the airport.
The surface water drainage system is designed
to ensure no flooding in airside areas from
rainfall delivered by a 1 in 5 year storm. For
landside areas, the drainage system is designed
to ensure no flooding from rainfall in a 1 in 10
year storm.
The airport is divided into a number of surface
water drainage catchments shown in Figure 2.

The adequacy of Gatwick Airport’s
flood prevention and alleviation planning
Figure 2
Surface water drainage catchments

2

The 2011 “Flood risk management and
reduction” plan identified that while there had
been no major disruption to airport operations
from flooding, flood modelling had shown
that more extreme flood events could result
in greater disruption at the airport. The report
identified that a number of items of critical
infrastructure were located in areas liable to
flood and include:
• S
 outh Terminal Baggage Hall and Boiler
House;
• Various Sub Stations, Transformer Stations
and Switch Rooms;
• A23 underpass and South Terminal Service
Road; and
• North Terminal Service Road.
The flood alleviation schemes discussed in the
next section were designed, in part, to address
the risks of these areas that had been identified
as liable to flood.
In addition, GAL published in July 2011 its
“Climate change adaptation report”. This was
a broad ranging report assessing risks to the
airport up to 2050 arising from climate change.
Disruption at Gatwick Airport | Christmas Eve 2013 | Report to the Board of Gatwick Airport Limited | 26 February 2014
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The adequacy of Gatwick Airport’s
flood prevention and alleviation planning

It included an assessment of the risks to the
airport and operations emanating from flooding,
including the risks prior to the completion of
the flood alleviation schemes discussed below,
and how these flood alleviation schemes,
once complete, would reduce flood risks at
the airport. In addition, this report included a
number of mitigations to protect against the
longer term risks of flooding. While some of
these mitigations have been implemented,
some have not, reflecting the longer term nature
of the report. Mitigations not yet implemented
include the relocation of critical assets to less
vulnerable areas or the implementation of
protection for facilities where relocation is not
practical. These mitigations should now be
undertaken urgently.
Flood alleviation schemes
Upper Mole Flood Alleviation Scheme
In April 2008, the Environment Agency
requested that Gatwick Airport make a
substantial financial contribution to the Upper
Mole Flood Alleviation Scheme (UMFAS). This
was followed in June 2008 by the Pitt Report,
which was commissioned to report into the
14

summer 2007 flooding which affected large
areas of the UK. In response to this, GAL
commissioned a report from consultants on the
benefits of UMFAS to Gatwick Airport. This was
received in April 2009 and led to the approval
of a £4 million contribution to the £17 million
UMFAS project in February 2010.
UMFAS was originally conceived as providing
four flood attenuation reservoirs, with one on
the River Mole and three on Gatwick Stream.
GAL made a financial contribution to the three
Gatwick Stream reservoirs (at Tilgate Lake,
Worth Farm and Clays Lake) two of which have
been delivered; the whole scheme is designed
to provide a 1 in 50 year flood protection to
Gatwick from fluvial flooding from the Gatwick
Stream. GAL had decided not to make a
contribution to the Ifield scheme on the River
Mole as this was assessed as having little
benefit for Gatwick. However, this is likely to
now be an integral part of the planning scheme
for a second runway at Gatwick.
Gatwick Stream Flood Attenuation Scheme
In February 2012 GAL commissioned its own
project, the Gatwick Stream Flood Attenuation
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Scheme, to protect the airport from a 1 in 100
year flood on the Gatwick stream, including
the elements of the UMFAS. The work on
this £10 million project started on site in April
2013. Although not yet complete, the Gatwick
Flood Attenuation Scheme, together with
the elements of the UMFAS that have been
completed to date, are judged to have helped
protect the airport from the worst of the flooding
experienced on the Gatwick Stream on 24
December 2013. In particular, this investment
was effective in protecting South Terminal,
which was seen as having the highest risk
of flooding. This investment has also been
identified as being effective during further heavy
rainfall experienced on 17 January 2014, when
flooding of the A23 and the South Terminal
would have occurred in its absence.
Pitt Report
In 2007, many areas of England and Wales
were affected by flooding. In response to this
the Government commissioned Sir Michael
Pitt to undertake a comprehensive review
of the lessons that could be learned. The
recommendations were wide ranging although

The adequacy of Gatwick Airport’s
flood prevention and alleviation planning
many were not directly applicable to Gatwick
Airport. However, those recommendations that
related to flood defence and the development
of long term, sustainable flood mitigation
measures were relevant and were met through
GAL working with the Environment Agency to
undertake the Upper UMFAS and the Gatwick
Flood Attenuation Scheme.
A further observation of the Pitt Report is
the importance of effective communication
between operational stakeholders. While the
events at Gatwick Airport on Christmas Eve
were much more limited (involving the airport
community) than those reviewed by the Pitt
Report, as explained in Sections 3 and 4 below,
communication between airport partners
(and indeed with passengers) on the day was
disappointingly poor. This was a significant
contributing factor to the distress and disruption
experienced by passengers and a key area for
improvement.

Flooding of airfield sub-stations
Investigations since 24 December have
indicated that the three airfield sub-stations
that were affected by flooding were subject to
fluvial (river) flooding at levels greater than were
predicted, primarily from the River Mole and
Crawter’s Brook. As noted above, the Airport
received a telephone warning that the River
Mole was going to burst its banks around 30
minutes before this event occurred.
In order to avoid a repeat of this, the
communication protocols between the
Environment Agency and Gatwick Airport
should be improved, with any written
communication of alerts or warnings being
followed-up with verbal confirmation that these
have been received. I am pleased to note that
a protocol along these lines has already been
agreed between the Environment Agency and
GAL. In addition, further modelling should be
undertaken urgently to better understand the
risks to the airfield sub-stations, and other
critical infrastructure, in order that mitigation
measures can be undertaken.

2

Flooding of North Terminal switch rooms
The water that gained access to the North
Terminal switch rooms was the result of
pluvial (surface water) flooding. The volume of
rainwater that fell on the airport was such that
the surface water drainage and management
systems could not cope. The exceptional nature
of this rainfall, with over 66mm falling in 18
hours, is demonstrated by the fact that this is
the first time that the North Terminal has been
affected in such a way by rainwater since it was
opened in 1988.
Investigation of the event found that the surface
water gained access through the electric cable
conduit system. This had not previously been
identified by GAL’s flood risk assessments as
a source of flood risk. Given that heavy rainfall
events since North Terminal began operations
had not previously had this effect, it is difficult to
conclude that this specific risk should previously
have been identified. Nonetheless, with the
benefit of the hindsight, further action now
needs to be taken.
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The adequacy of Gatwick Airport’s
flood prevention and alleviation planning

Recommendations
The key issue is to ensure that there can be
no repeat of the events of Christmas Eve,
particularly flooding events arising from fluvial
(river) and pluvial (surface water) flooding. To
this end, GAL has already undertaken a number
of actions to improve near-term resilience to
flooding. These include:
• R
 emedial work to seal conduits to prevent
water ingress to electrical systems;
• Improved communication links and protocols
with the Environment Agency regarding flood
warnings and alerts to confirm GAL is aware
of such warnings and alerts;
• Implementation of a “watch” protocol for at
risk assets during heavy rain and flood events
to ensure any ingress is identified before
systems are impacted; and
• Reviewing the availability of back-up
generation equipment and determining future
requirements for such equipment.

16

GAL has also identified a programme of longer
term works. These include the following actions:
• Increase protection and monitoring of below
ground electrical assets;
• Review and address sub-station flood risk;
• Review and upgrade where necessary site
power resilience and redundancy;
• Review and upgrade where necessary IT
resilience and redundancy;
• Divert the Westfield Stream and remove the
gauging station in order to cease overflow to
Pond A;
• Update and revise flood models in
conjunction with the Environment Agency,
based on recent event;
• Establish a revised business level target for
flood resiliency for a 1 in 100 year event;
• Review electrical and IT installations to ensure
these are physically located above flood
resiliency levels;
• Engage with the Environment Agency
regarding additional Flood Alleviation Scheme
coordination;
• Ensure resilience and redundancy of airfield
lighting and control tower systems;
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• R
 educe flood risk to airfield navigational aids;
and
• Implement resilience and redundancy reviews
(power, IT, tower and baggage).

The adequacy of Gatwick Airport’s
flood prevention and alleviation planning
Having noted these initiatives I
recommend to GAL the following:
1.	The Airport’s proposal to review
its flood prevention and alleviation
plans should be undertaken urgently
and should produce and commit to
delivering a comprehensive set of
plans to protect the airport’s critical
assets against a 1 in 100 year flood
and rainfall event;
2.	The existing flood alleviation plans
currently under construction should
be prioritised and reviewed to assess
whether they can be completed earlier
than currently planned;

of the flood risk and protection
plans at Gatwick should include an
assessment of potential impacts of
flooding at Gatwick on communities
upstream and downstream of the
airport;
5.	Consideration should be given to
increasing resilience and redundancy
between switch rooms;
6.	Consideration should be given to
providing alternative and back-up
power switching for critical systems,
such as IT;

3.	Consideration should be given to
bringing forward the Ifield element of
UMFAS, with a contribution from GAL;

7.	The electronic monitoring systems
already deployed in switch rooms
should be enhanced and all sensitive
equipment checked regularly at
periods of high risk;

4.	Given the recent incidents of
widespread flooding outside of
the airport boundaries, reviews

8.	Any sensitive equipment e.g. IT,
currently located in basements or
other areas susceptible to flooding
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should be moved urgently, or
protected where relocation is not
practical, and no future designs should
locate sensitive equipment in areas
susceptible to flooding; and
9.	GAL should consider securing water
pumping capacity (both assets and
operatives) in addition to its own
needs so as to assist in evacuating
flooding on assets belonging to
others that impact on the operation
of the airport eg. local authorities, the
Highways Agency.
As a postscript to these points, the airport
also has other critical infrastructure
on which it depends, such as mains
gas, water supplies and the provision
of aviation fuel to the fuel farm. The
robustness of these supplies has not
been evaluated as part of this review. GAL
should consider whether the robustness of
these supplies should be evaluated.
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Gatwick Airport’s contingency
and resilience planning

Introduction
One of the key areas of inquiry for this
report has centred on the robustness and
effectiveness of the airport’s contingency and
resilience plans, as well as the execution of
those plans during the disruption on Christmas
Eve. It is clear that, since the change in
ownership of the airport, a substantial amount
of work has gone into renewing and refreshing
the airport’s contingency planning and resilience
arrangements. There are many such plans,
covering a wide range of events and risks.
The contingency plans vary in level of detail
and in the extent to which they set out possible
courses of action to consider when faced with
particular circumstances. They range from loss
of the baggage system in a Terminal or sprinkler
system failure through to loss of utilities in a
Terminal or an aircraft accident. Some of these
plans set out specific courses of action to take,
when faced with particular circumstances.
Others rely more on ensuring that the correct
people are deployed to deal with the issue at
hand, that they meet together, and then come
up with the best means of dealing with the
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issue. In many past cases this has worked
well, but given the pressures that events and
timescales can put on those involved, the
provision of more checklists and Standard
Operating Procedures should be considered.

Gatwick’s Incident and Crisis Management
Gatwick’s approach to incident and crisis
management is set out in its Incident and Crisis
Management Manual. The approach is captured
within a five step cycle:

For example, there is broad agreement among
airport stakeholders and more broadly that
GAL’s contingency plan for snow works well
and has ensured that the airport delivers
the maximum possible level of activity, with
the minimum delay and inconvenience for
passengers at times of snow. Broadening this
model to cover disruption from other severe
weather events, would better anticipate these
and so improve readiness for such events by
setting up staged risk assessments and preplanned responses.

• D
 etect – a quick assessment of the facts of
any incident, including resource requirements;
• Assess – a detailed analysis and agreement
of the facts, assumptions, constraints and
impacts;
• Plan – identification of the planning options,
agreement of actions, timelines and
contingencies;
• Act – execution of the planned actions; and
• Review – regular review of the situation: of
facts, assumptions constraints and impacts.
Including quick assessment in the event of
changes, to assess whether the cycle needs
to be revisited.
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Gatwick adopts a three tier model for the
Command and Control of incidents, shown in
Table 4.

Gatwick Airport’s contingency
and resilience planning
Table 4
Gatwick’s three tier Command and Control model
Level

Primary Function

Gold

The level above Silver and provides the strategic path for managing the event
and recovery. Gold will communicate with Silver.

Silver

The level below Gold, but above Bronze which provides the tactical support to
implement the strategy provided by Gold, or to support Bronze in its response.
Silver will communicate with Gold and Bronze.

Bronze

Source: GAL

The level below Gold and Silver which is for the frontline or operational response
to the event and will practicably implement the tactics as advised by Silver.
Bronze will communicate with Silver.

3

The decision as to what level of Command
and Control to implement is determined by the
nature of the event. Initially the disruption on
23 December was managed through Bronze
only, as the disruption caused by the high winds
was expected to be short lived and have limited
operational impacts. It was only when flooding
affected the electrical systems in the North
Terminal that the Command and Control was
escalated to Silver.
In addition, where an event or situation has
an especially significant impact, substantial
resource implications, involves a large number
of organisations or lasts for an extended
duration, it may be necessary to implement the
regional Strategic Coordinating Group, which
is generally chaired by Sussex Police. This is
a multi-agency group, which Gatwick attends
when relevant.
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Contingency and resilience planning
on 24 December 2013
On Christmas Eve, the key operational decision
taken was to attempt to switch the check-in
of passengers with hold baggage for North
Terminal flights – apart from those of British
Airways – to the South Terminal. Passengers
would then process through South Terminal
security and then be bussed back to the North
Terminal from where their flight would depart.
The plan also involved those North Terminal
passengers without hold baggage being
processed through North Terminal security and
proceeding to their flight as normal.
Although a switch of this type is not envisaged
in any GAL contingency plan, the reverse
operation was delivered with considerable
success on 16 October 2013 when there was
a power failure in South Terminal caused by
on-site construction work exposing an electrical
sub-station to rainfall. On that day there were
only 4 departing and 4 arriving cancellations.
It is clear from the work undertaken for this
review that this success almost certainly lent a
significant degree of optimism that an attempt
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to repeat the exercise on 24 December could
be made to work.
How the decision on 24 December to make
this move came about is a matter of some
controversy. The airlines’ view is that it was a
GAL proposition, but GAL’s view is that it was
commonly agreed with the airlines, and indeed,
there is evidence of telephone calls made by an
airline to bus operators, and of ground handlers
preparing the South Terminal check-in area to
receive North Terminal flights before the first
Silver meeting. And, in fact, the GAL leader of
the Silver process was initially rather cautious
about opting for a Terminal move.
Factors contributing to the limited success
of the terminal move
In the end, the move did enable a significant
number of flights to operate that would
otherwise not have done so, but for the most
part, the move was not successful. There are
a number of reasons for this, but a key factor
is that the circumstances of the October and
December events were very different and a
mass switch on Christmas Eve was always
going to be a very challenging proposition for a
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number of reasons. Unlike in October, airlines’
“First Wave” operations had not been delivered.
Another important factor, as noted in Section 1
above, is that many aircraft were out of position
on account of aircraft being diverted away from
Gatwick due to high winds on the evening of 23
December.
Table 5 shows, in particular, that this was never
going to be a good operational day for the
airport’s largest airline, easyJet. easyJet had 20
aircraft out of position, so that they started the
day with 31 aircraft on the ground at Gatwick
at 05:00, as compared to a normal 47 to 49
aircraft on the ground at that time. Although the
airline has stated that they had plans to recover
the day, the plans included some cancellations
and significant delays for most other flights.

Gatwick Airport’s contingency
and resilience planning
Table 5
Inbound aircraft diverted away from Gatwick
on 23 December 2013
Airline

No. of diverts

easyJet

204

British Airways

4

Norwegian

3

Thomas Cook

2

Thomson

2

Emirates

1

Ryanair

1

Monarch

1

TAP

1

Total

35

Source: GAL analysis

4 easyJet provided information stating that it had 21 of its aircraft diverted
away from Gatwick overnight.

Staff resource availability
Further points of difference on 24 December
compared to 16 October were that maintaining
staffing levels throughout Christmas Eve, when
operations normally tail off by later afternoon,
was always likely to be difficult for GAL, but
also for all the other airport stakeholders. In
particular, the large number of back office staff
volunteers that had been essential to the 16
October success were unlikely to be present on
Christmas Eve as many would be taking leave in
preparation for Christmas Day itself.
Events on the day
132 departures were planned out of the North
Terminal on 24 December. In the event, 65
operated – 35 of which were British Airways
flights, which continued to operate from the
North Terminal. 67 North Terminal departures
were cancelled or rescheduled. The plan had
been to operate 86 North Terminal flights
from the South Terminal. In the event, only 30
operated in this way – 16 easyJet, 5 Thomson
Airways, 3 Emirates, 3 Turkish Airlines, 2 Vueling
and 1 Vietnam Airlines – so that 56 flights were
cancelled or rescheduled after they had been
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planned to operate from the South Terminal.
For a plan on this scale to have been
successful, it would have been necessary for
the airport and its contractors, and for the
airlines and their ground handlers, all to have
managed the move of thousands of passengers
from the North Terminal to the South Terminal
in an orderly and staged manner; for the airlines
and ground handlers to have processed the
passengers and their baggage through checkin in a timely fashion, and for those passengers
then to be transported back to the aircraft
which were on North Terminal parking stands or
piers, in time for their aircraft to depart. This did
not occur. From my discussions, I note that –
once established – there was little discussion in
the crisis management meetings on the viability
of the plan, on the available resources or on
whether the plan was in fact working.
The next section reviews passenger welfare
and information in more detail, but it is clear
that the move of passengers from North to
South Terminals proved hard to manage. This
appears to be largely because most easyJet
passengers – the great bulk of passengers
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to be moved – had an understanding that all
easyJet flights would eventually operate out of
the South Terminal, following a text message
sent by easyJet to its affected passengers
prior to 09:00. These passengers then saw
little reason to remain in the North Terminal
and therefore sought to move en-masse to the
South Terminal.
As a result, there were chaotic and
unmanageable crowds at South Terminal
check-in, with the result that easyJet and
its handling agents, Menzies, processed
passengers and their baggage very slowly.
Once the move had been put in place, on
average it took over 3.5 hours between the first
and the last bag being checked-in in the South
Terminal for each flight. The longest processing
time in the South Terminal for a single flight
moved to the South Terminal was over 7 hours.
easyJet’s operations suffered with a total
of 51 cancelled North Terminal departures,
22 of which were cancelled after 18:30,
with these late cancellations affecting over
2,500 passengers. As a consequence of the
cancellations, some 8,000 understandably
22

angry and frustrated passengers had to be
decontrolled from the departure lounge, with the
result that the last passenger left the airport in
the early hours of Christmas Day.

It appears that these transfers benefitted from
the fact that many fewer flights were involved,
which made handling them on a flight by flight
basis much more straightforward.

The exception to the plan to transfer
passengers requiring to check-in hold baggage
to the South Terminal was BA, which decided,
after making some early cancellations to its
flight programme, to operate all its remaining
flights from the North Terminal. This was
because its systems are not compatible with
the South Terminal systems. BA implemented
a manual check-in process and utilised the outof-gauge baggage facility in the North terminal,
as well as implementing a manual baggage
transportation operation. BA also decided
that a number of flights would operate without
passengers’ bags, with bags being repatriated
to passengers in the days after Christmas Eve,
including BA operating a number of bag-only
flights on Christmas Day.

Thomson also transferred a number of flights
from the North Terminal to the South Terminal.
In undertaking this switch, Thomson decided
that five departing flights would be rescheduled
to the next day, and it made arrangements for
affected passengers to spend the night in hotels
at Gatwick. However, the timing of Thomson’s
decision did mean that hold bags had already
been checked-in for a significant number
of passengers, so in many circumstances
passengers were unable to be reunited with
their bags until the next morning, when they
would check-in again for their rescheduled
flights. Thomson passengers were also
affected by Thomson operating some flights on
Christmas Eve without passengers’ bags, which
were repatriated to the destination on following
days.

The operations of the other North Terminal
airlines that switched to the South Terminal
appear to have run relatively smoothly, eg.
Emirates, Vietnam Airways and Turkish Airways.
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Review of contingency plans
It seems clear, in the light of these events, that
the airport’s Contingency Plans need to be
reviewed again. But it seems to me important
that this should be done in close collaboration
with airlines and ground handlers to ensure
that these organisations are fully committed
to the plans; that the plans are fit for purpose;
that they secure the right participants from
each organisation in times of disruption;
and that they provide suggested actions
for predictable events through having basic
Standard Operating Procedures and check
lists that all parties agree are relevant, as is the
case with the airport’s successful Snow Plan.
In any event, it makes sense for all Plans to be
made available to the entire airport community
and that, where they relate to key risks, GAL
should seek to agree these plans with key
stakeholders.
The absence of a formal plan for a move of a
substantial number of flights and passengers
between Terminals in a crisis situation almost
certainly made managing the events of
Christmas Eve more challenging than they

already were. There is a very positive “cando” mentality at the airport, shared amongst
the whole airport community, which appears
to have been magnified by the fact it was
Christmas Eve, with the airport, its airlines and
indeed passengers eager not to have flights
unnecessarily cancelled. The can-do mentality
does, however, need to be tempered with
sober reflection on a day of difficulty as to what
infrastructure and staff are available to the
airport community and what this means it is in
practice possible to deliver on that day. This
sober approach should certainly not lead to a
“no-can-do” rebound reaction, but plans should
be designed not only to deal to the maximum
extent with the problem at hand, but also in line
with all the resources available - to the airport
and to all its partners - to execute the plan.
I therefore recommend that no wholesale
Terminal shift should be attempted again unless
a thorough assessment of its practicability
has demonstrated that it would improve
passengers’ experience and enable a larger
flying programme to operate.
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A particular issue which became apparent in
preparing this report was that some participants
in Bronze and Silver contingency meetings on
that day came away from those meetings with
different understandings both of the situation
faced by the airport and of the proposed
actions to deal with that situation. Clearly, this
must be avoided in the future – it is therefore
recommended that:
• E
 ach meeting should arrive at an agreed
airport status – a list of which should be
agreed in advance, ranging for example from
Level 5 (all systems available – airport fully
operational) to Level 0 (no systems available –
airport to close). If a status cannot be agreed,
GAL should assume its responsibilities and
declare a status that all parties would work
to; and
• E
 ach meeting should end with an agreed
summary of actions which should be shared
amongst participants. Given the pressures on
the Chair, this should be prepared by another
GAL representative.
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Review of airport crisis management
Leadership on the day has been a matter of
controversy. It is not always possible for the
most senior managers to be present to handle
a crisis situation, but the roster that exists to
ensure that a senior person on the executive
management team is always present should
be reviewed to ensure that that person has
extensive, significant and relevant operational
experience. The CEO and COO should decide
on how best to achieve this goal. In addition,
the GAL CEO or COO should seek to establish
contact with their equivalents in key external
stakeholders impacted by a crisis. This should
be a back-up to the normal operational process
being driven at the airport.
Such action might go some way to addressing
a key issue, namely airline complaints that
GAL refused to move to the Gold level of its
contingency planning. This was driven by the
terms of GAL’s plans that adopt a definition of
Gold which seems not to be well understood
outside the company. In reviewing its plans in
consultation with stakeholders, this definition
should be reconsidered, with a view to seeing
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whether it could not be aligned more closely to
industry norms.
It is important for the success of Crisis
Management meetings that all parties are
suitably represented, armed with up to date
and relevant information. This did not happen
uniformly on the day, which made information
sharing and therefore decision taking more
difficult. But it is particularly important that the
major players at the airport are fully part of the
process.
Given the size and therefore the importance of
some airlines, particularly easyJet and BA, it
is strongly recommended that joint disruption
plans should be agreed between GAL and
these two airlines, providing for “open book”
style information and joint decision processes in
times of crisis.
The clear focus of the contingency planning
process was on the operation of the airport and
on the need to maintain the flying programme.
This is understandable and broadly correct: the
interests of passengers will be best served by
operating the flights on which they are booked.
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But the meetings paid much less attention
to the equally important need to ensure
passenger welfare and information on the day.
Recommendations on how to improve future
performance on this are set out in Section four.
Duty of care
Finally, in this section, I should acknowledge
that much of GAL’s success in managing
crises in the past has been down to the
willing participation in such events of large
numbers of enthusiastic volunteer staff. This
effort was very much in evidence again on
24 December, but the scale of the problem
in the event overwhelmed the staff numbers
deployed. As well as a responsibility to care for
its passengers, the airport has a duty of care
towards its staff and care should be taken to
ensure that they continue to be properly trained,
equipped and informed to assist on days of
crisis, so as to ensure that their support and
enthusiasm, which are essential to the success
of the airport, are maintained.

Gatwick Airport’s contingency
and resilience planning
In summary therefore, I recommend that:
10.	The Airport’s Contingency Plans
should be reviewed, in close
collaboration with airlines and ground
handlers to ensure:
•  these organisations are fully
committed to the plans;
•  the plans are fit for purpose;
•  the plans secure the right
participants from each organisation
in times of disruption;
•  the plans provide suggested actions
for predictable events through
having basic Standard Operating
Procedures and check lists that all
parties agree are relevant;
11.	All of the Airport’s Contingency Plans
should be made available to the entire
airport community;
12.	No wholesale Terminal shift should
be attempted until the practicality of

such an exercise has been thoroughly
assessed and has demonstrated
that it would improve passengers’
experience;
13.	Each Crisis Management meeting
should arrive at an agreed airport
status. If a status cannot be agreed,
GAL should assume its lead
responsibilities and declare a status
that all parties would work to;
14.	Each Crisis Management meeting
should end with an agreed summary
of actions which should be shared
amongst participants;
15.	The Airport’s Crisis Management
rostering should ensure that there
is always available a member of the
airport executive management team,
with extensive, significant and relevant
operational experience; and the GAL
CEO or COO should seek to establish
contact with their equivalents in key
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external stakeholders impacted by a
crisis;
16.	GAL’s definitions of Gold, Silver and
Bronze should be reconsidered to
assess whether they could not be
aligned more closely with industry
norms;
17.	All parties should be suitably
represented at Crisis Management
meetings and should ensure their
representatives are fully informed;
18.	Joint disruption plans should be
agreed between GAL and easyJet
and BA, providing for “open book”
style information and joint decision
processes in times of crisis; and
19.	GAL should review the preparation
of its staff, to ensure they continue
to be properly trained, equipped and
informed, to ensure their ongoing
support in times of crisis.
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Introduction
Much of the attention on events at
Christmas Eve at Gatwick airport rightly and
understandably focussed on the passenger
experience, information given to passengers
and passenger welfare issues on the day. The
previous section looked in some detail at events
on the day, but those events had a profound
effect on what passengers experienced. This
section reviews the impact of those events on
passengers.
Impact of Christmas Eve disruption
on passengers
There were some very evident problems for
passengers from the disruption at Gatwick
on Christmas Eve. Firstly, the North Terminal
power issues were hard for lay observers
to understand. Passengers were told that
there was a power cut and yet the lights
were working, the inter-terminal shuttle was
operating, as were out-of-gauge baggage
facilities. When passengers finally got through
to the departure lounge, the appearance
was of normality, with shops, restaurants and
other facilities operating essentially normally
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for much of the day. It is hardly surprising that
this patchwork led to passenger confusion
and frustration growing as the day went by.
Nonetheless, it is the case that the loss of
power disabled a number of key systems that
seriously compromised the normal functionality
of the North Terminal, including in particular
airlines’ ability to check-in passengers or
process their baggage. That said, BA, due
to its inability to switch its operations to the
South Terminal initiated a manual check-in
process, which enabled it to operate most of its
flying programme, although some flights were
cancelled and others left the airport without
passengers’ checked-in baggage.
The power supply problems, coupled with the
initial loss of all security screening capability led
to a rapid build-up of passengers in the North
Terminal check in area, as well as on the lower
levels of the Terminal. As Flight Information
Display screens were also initially without
power and the PA system proved inaudible,
passengers were left for a long time without
viable sources of information, which will certainly
have increased their frustration and confusion.
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As noted earlier, the transfer of many flights to
the South Terminal was planned to be on a flight
by flight basis, but in the end many passengers
sought to go to there in an uncoordinated
manner, with the results that the inter-terminal
shuttle became seriously congested and, at
one stage, one of the two units failed, leading
to heavily extended waiting times for, and
overcrowding on, the shuttle.
In turn, the South Terminal check in area and
process became overwhelmed as passengers
made their way there in large numbers. It is
clear that easyJet’s handling agent Menzies
– given the many other demands upon them
that day – did not have the staff numbers that
would have been needed to operate triage in
the queues so as to process flights in time and
sequence order. Nor did they manage to staff
all the extra check-in desks that were made
available to them, with the result described in
the previous section of extended processing
times, so that all easyJet North Terminal flights
were heavily delayed – or eventually cancelled.
The plan had been to move passengers, once
they had cleared South Terminal check-in and

Passenger welfare issues
security, to the North Terminal by airside bus.
The bus capacity to provide this capability
has been questioned by some airlines, but the
CCTV evidence suggests that the available bus
capacity was managed in such a way as to
prevent the build-up of passengers at coaching
gates.
However, I was told that the requirement for
bussing of passengers between coaching
gates led to airlines’ ground handlers and other
staff being deployed to manage passenger
movements to and from coaching gates. The
effect of this was that staff were not available
for other processes – particularly check-in and
in assisting passengers from the North Terminal
departure lounge to departure gates – with the
effect that these processes built up extended
delays and eventually led to failure of the effort
to get flights away from the airport.
In the end, a number of flights were cancelled
by easyJet late in the day, after passengers
had been waiting for extended periods and
when some were either on board an aircraft
or on buses en route to aircraft. An easyJet
representative told me that this decision was

taken because crews were running out of
the necessary duty hours in which to operate
aircraft rotations. A contributory factor may
also have been that destination airports
were themselves unable to handle flights
late on Christmas Eve. For whatever reason
it was taken, this decision – and its timing –
compounded the difficulties that were already
experienced in managing passenger flows
and in providing acceptable service levels to
passengers.
Decontrolling passengers from the departure
lounge and offloading their baggage from
aircraft or from airside storage took many
hours, so that there were still extended queues
for the sparse number of taxis available to
get passengers home in the early hours of
Christmas Day.
Deficient communication with passengers
It is clear from the many passenger complaints,
from passenger interviews and from social
media material that passengers felt that they
had no effective information from GAL or
airlines about what was going on during the
day. In part, this stems from Flight Information
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Displays (FIDs) either not working or not being
updated by ground handling agents; from PA
announcements either not being made or not
being audible; from contradictory information
being available from different sources – FIDs,
staff, airline websites, blogs, or family members
at destination airports passing on information
available there; and from the different timings
of all these pieces of information becoming
available to passengers.
It is clear that a significant contributory factor
of the information confusion was a decision
by Menzies, taken with the best intentions,
to suspend its updating of the airport flights
information system IDAHO. This was to make
staff available to assist with the management
of passenger movements and check-in. The
IDAHO system allows a wide range of airport
partners access to up to date flight information,
including estimated departure and arrival times,
stand and gate number, and whether the flight
has been cancelled. The fact that this data was
not being uploaded to IDAHO meant that airport
partners were not aware of the current status
of flights handled by Menzies. This included
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GAL volunteers as well as Menzies own staff
who were assisting passengers in the terminals.
The lack of information also led to inefficient
deployment of passenger coaching capacity
as passengers, on one occasion at least, were
coached to a stand that IDAHO was indicating
a flight was due to depart from, only to find that
there was no aircraft on the stand.
A further consequence of this was that
passengers received advice at the airport
which conflicted with what was available on
direct channels from easyJet. For example,
many passengers had been informed directly
by easyJet by text, or via the easyJet website
that their flight had been cancelled. However,
GAL and airline staff who were present in the
Terminals were not necessarily party to the
same information, so were not able to confirm
the information with passengers. This led to
substantial passenger frustration.
In order to try and rectify this information
shortfall, GAL staff assisted in Menzies’ control
room to update IDAHO – although by this time
there was a significant backlog that took a
number of hours to rectify.
28

Throughout the day, but particularly towards
the end of the day, the police had to intervene
on occasion as public order began to break
down in the Terminals. The police have told
me that they found themselves being obliged
to be a main source of passenger information
as, despite repeated requests, airline staff were
not always available to deal with passenger
requests for information.
In order to avoid a repeat of this deficiency
in information provision to passengers, joint
processes should be developed with key airlines
to ensure clarity and continuity of information
is maintained on all channels of passenger
communication.
The welfare of passengers
The welfare of passengers suffered badly
during the day. There was a shortage of toilets
before security in the North Terminal, as some
were operated by power systems rather than
relying on gravity feed. That said, although the
situation was poor, media reports that there
were no toilet facilities in the Terminal were
somewhat exaggerated; airside, normal facilities
were available and staff were able to direct
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landside passengers to facilities in neighbouring
buildings, including offices and hotels.
In addition, although it has been difficult to
ascertain details, it seems clear that not all
airlines were able to supply their passengers
with food and water, so that passengers had to
purchase supplies from Terminal retail outlets
where these were available and they had the
means to do so. GAL also made bottled water
available to passengers.
Finally, passenger comments make clear
that there was considerable confusion about
what entitlement they had to overnight hotel
accommodation, although I understand
that airlines either provided overnight hotel
accommodation for passengers, or have agreed
to refund any reasonably incurred expense. GAL
also made available facilities for passengers to
sleep overnight in the South Terminal, although
in the end only 11 people took advantage of
this.

Passenger welfare issues
Observations on passenger welfare
From all that precedes in this report, it is
clear that the airport and its partners were
overwhelmed on the day by the large numbers
of passengers at the airport, numbers which
continued to rise as the expectation persisted
that flights would resume later in the day. In
the end, the number of passengers on site
was beyond the capacity of the airport, its
airlines or other parties to manage. I therefore
strongly recommend that a key aim of all future
planning should be to prevent the build-up of
unmanageable levels of crowding in terminals.
A key element of future contingency planning
should therefore include the development of
a protocol with airlines on what the threshold
conditions should be to trigger decisions to
cancel or postpone flights early enough to
prevent unmanageable crowds building up at
the airport.
But even with such plans, occasions of stress
will arise when large numbers of passengers
need to be assisted in terminals. In such
circumstances, it is clear that very significant
staff resources are needed for this task. The

airport and its partners should therefore have
a joint, pre-agreed plan for deploying their staff
resources in the quantities needed for such
events.
It is, also important that staff facing the public
are kept better informed than they appeared to
be on this occasion. This is challenging when IT
systems and power is disrupted, but back-up
briefing systems and low technology alternative
means of communicating with front line staff
and with passengers should be developed
and rehearsed. In addition, the importance of
cascading information through the Bronze/Silver
process must be re-emphasised to all parties.

4

were clear that these were not being provided
in an acceptable manner. An additional benefit
of this role would be to ensure that immediate
issues relating to passenger welfare could be
brought to the attention of those manning the
contingency management process so that they
could be addressed in a much timelier manner.

Finally, although the contract for carriage is
between airlines and their passengers, it is
clearly also in the interest of the airport that
passengers should be properly treated while on
the airport’s premises. Therefore, each terminal
should have a Passenger Captain, whose
sole responsibility on occasions of disruption
should be to ensure that passenger welfare
concerns are properly met. This should extend,
exceptionally, to the airport providing welfare
services that would normally fall to airlines, if it
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Passenger welfare issues

Recommendations
Clear issues with inadequate passenger
welfare were allowed to develop on
Christmas Eve. In order to ensure
that such events are not repeated I
recommend:
20.	There should be standby systems
of communications available to
be deployed in the event of power
failure eg. loud hailers to allow
mass communications, flip charts /
whiteboards to allow the display of
information. GAL should review its
tannoy system to improve audibility
when large volumes of passengers are
present in a Terminal area;
21.	Crisis management meetings should
include a detailed review of the
resources available to all affected
parties, and assessment made of
the ability of the contingency plan to
be delivered. To support this, GAL
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and airport partners should have a
joint, pre-arranged plan for deploying
their staff resources in the quantities
required for specific events;
22.	GAL and airport partners should
be required to ensure they allocate
sufficient resources to ensure accurate
and timely information is provided
across the airport campus;
23.	GAL and airport partners should
agree in advance protocols for
communicating with passengers
affected by a crisis event. This should
incorporate the content and timings of
communications to avoid conflicting
information being given to passengers
and avoid any unnecessary delay;
24.	There should be a greater focus from
all airport partners on the welfare
impacts of a crisis on passengers.
Airlines should fulfil their legal
obligations to passengers in terms of
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refreshments, rebooking and overnight
accommodation where required, and
the airport should be prepared to
provide welfare services where airlines
fall short;
25.	GAL should work with airlines to
develop much clearer operational
protocols to develop guidance on
threshold conditions that would trigger
the cancellation or postponement of
flights; and
26.	Each terminal should have a GAL
Passenger Captain whose sole
responsibility would be to ensure
passenger welfare concerns are
properly met during occasions of
disruption. This role would also
provide the key liaison between the
conditions being experienced in the
Terminals and the Crisis Management
process in the event of disruption.

Safety and network issues

5

Introduction
High winds, flooding and power outages at an
airport have the potential to raise safety issues.
As part of the review I have assessed the extent
to which safety issues arose on 23 and 24
December 2013. In doing so, I have assessed
the safety issues separately for the airfield and
the terminal operations.

airport. However, the necessary contingencies
and mitigations were deployed satisfactorily to
deal with these as and when they arose such
that the safe operation of the airfield was not
put at risk. It has also been confirmed that there
would be no hesitation in either GAL or NATS
closing the airport if issues arose which posed a
risk to safe airfield operations.

an influx of passengers. Moreover, as these
passengers were not being processed at
check-in quickly enough, passenger numbers
in the terminal’s check-in areas continued
to increase. GAL staff told me that, despite
this, they nonetheless continued to monitor
passenger numbers to ensure that these
remained within safe limits.

Airfield safety issues
There are many well developed contingencies
and mitigation measures for adverse weather
effects on airfield operations. These include
well-defined procedures for aircraft go-arounds
in the event of landings being disturbed eg. by
strong cross-winds. There are also procedures
in place for other airfield disruptions, some of
which occurred at Gatwick on Christmas Eve,
for example degradation of runway lighting,
damage to runway instrument landing systems,
and foreign object debris being blown onto the
airfield.

Terminal safety issues
As on the airfield, safety issues can arise in
the terminal and landside operations at the
airport. There too there are well developed
contingencies and mitigation measures to
deal with such issues. One of the main issues
that arose on Christmas Eve was the potential
for overcrowding in the South Terminal. This
potential was one of the main reasons why it
was decided that transfers of passengers from
the North Terminal to the South Terminal should
occur on a flight by flight basis and after the
South Terminal morning peak had passed.

The North Terminal was also affected by high
passenger numbers. In the IDL as flights,
particularly easyJet flights, were not leaving the
airport, numbers continued to build. In addition,
crowding became an issue in landside areas,
because passengers continued to arrive at the
airport as their flights had not been cancelled.
Again, as in South Terminal, GAL continued to
monitor passenger numbers in North Terminal
to ensure that these remained within safe limits.

As part of this review I have spoken to GAL
airfield operations staff and NATS. This has
confirmed that there were a number of events
which had potential safety implications for the

Due to passengers being notified by easyJet,
at around 08:45, that it would be operating all
flights from South Terminal, albeit on a flight by
flight basis, South Terminal quickly experienced

A further area of potential safety concern
was public disorder. The police informed me
that the situation at the airport on Christmas
Eve was close to public disorder developing,
characterised by low-level, generally isolated,
instances of public disorder which they were
able to control. This was mainly driven by
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Safety and network issues

passengers being frustrated by the lack of staff
(airport, airline and ground handlers) to talk to,
or – when they could talk to someone – the
lack of information available. Passengers also
faced extreme frustration when flights were
cancelled late in the day, there were long delays
waiting for the return of baggage and long
queues for taxis to get away from the airport.
Clearly, situations of public disorder should
not be developing. The recommendations
made elsewhere on avoiding the build-up of
crowds and on the provision of information to
passengers should help ensure that disruption
does not deteriorate in this way in the future.

Network issues
The European Air Traffic Management
system is overseen by Eurocontrol’s Network
Management process. Eurocontrol’s operations
centre was not made aware of the seriousness
of the developing situation at Gatwick by the
UK’s Flow Management Position, which is
based at NATS’ Swanwick centre. Eurocontrol
has told me that their experience at other
airports has demonstrated the value of direct
communication between the airport operations
centre and the Network manager in managing
flights to and from the airport.

In response to the disruption, the police ensured
that police officers that were on duty started
their shift early and/or worked through the ends
of their shifts to ensure adequate cover.

32
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Recommendations
I recommend that:
27.	Direct communication between the
airport operations centre and the
Eurocontrol Network management
process should be established in the
event of any future major disruption
that could affect the air traffic situation
at Gatwick.

Recovery
Introduction
When significant disruption occurs, it is
important that once the causes of the disruption
have been identified and the disruption
resolved, efforts move to recovery so that any
ongoing disruption to operations, airlines and
passengers is minimised. In this section I review
the process of recovery from the disruption on
24 December.
Recovery timeline
Focus on recovery and preparation for
operations on 25 December began on the
evening of 24 December. It had already been
decided that the North Terminal would be
closed on Christmas Day and all flights would
operate from the South Terminal. On that basis,
a stand plan for an all South Terminal operation
was developed. This was feasible as there are
generally very few flights scheduled to arrive or
depart on Christmas Day.
The decision was also taken, after facilities
had been protected, to allow infrastructure
affected by the flooding an opportunity to dry
out overnight, with further examinations to take
place the following morning.
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On 25 December, passenger flights arrived and
departed from the South Terminal only.

Ongoing engineering works on 25 December by
GAL on affected infrastructure meant that:

On the morning of 25 December a review was
undertaken of the infrastructure affected on
24 December, with some immediate actions
agreed and put in place to protect airport
operations. These included:

• B
 y 16:00 North Terminal check-in IT and
baggage systems were operational;

• P
 rotective tarpaulins being deployed in in the
North Terminal switch rooms to prevent any
further water from flooding onto the switch
gear;
• S
 witch room doors left open to allow any
ingress water to exit the rooms instead of
being kept in the room, in the event of a
reoccurrence;
• R
 emoval of flood water from around
instrument landing systems on the airfield to
allow full restoration of systems; and

• B
 y 17:00 North Terminal air bridges and
fixed electrical ground power systems were
operational, with the exception of Pier 5
where not all systems were operational
• B
 y 18:00 there was a functional stand
plan available, allowing airlines and ground
handlers to plan for 26 December operations;
and
• F
 rom 20:00 flights that would normally
have operated into the North Terminal
were operated into the North Terminal to
minimise towing requirements in readiness for
operations on 26 December.

• D
 eployment of sandbags around substations
to prevent any further water ingress.
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Recovery

On 26 December, on the airfield, runway
lights were restored to 100 percent overnight.
However, the instrument landing system failed
at 04:00 due to a power failure in the Old
Control Tower, but did not affect arrival flow
rates. The instrument landing system was
restored by 07:30.
In addition, operations resumed from the
North Terminal. However, these were affected
by power being lost to gate rooms on Pier 5,
which required a coaching operation to be put
in place. There was also a knock-on effect to
the North Terminal security queues as airport
security staff were diverted to guard gates
without power in order to prevent any security
breach. Repatriation of bags to passengers who
had been booked on flights that were cancelled
continued.

Airfield
1. Sandbag key assets
2. A
 dditional pumps on site to deal with any
localised flooding
3. A
 dditional airfield staff on site to deal with
potential disruption
4. B
 ack-up power for the air traffic control
tower

GAL also received a Yellow Alert for heavy rain
and wind for overnight on 26 December and
the morning of 27 December. In response GAL
instigated a readiness plan. This plan consisted
of the following:

34
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Engineering
1. Additional staff to deal with potential power
issues and flooding
2. Additional pumps on site to deal with
localised flooding
3. UK Power Networks staff on site to deal with
potential power issues
4. Electrical contractors on site to deal with
potential power issues
5. Key switch rooms and electrical assets were
identified and improved flood defences were
deployed
6. Regular check of trash screens on Crawter’s
Brook and River Mole (south side of runway)
with GAL’s refuse service provider on site to
change skips to keep waterways flowing
7. Regular check of key switch rooms

Recovery

6

Terminals
1. Volunteers to deal with potential passenger
disruption from 05:00 Friday
2. Additional IT resources to deal with potential
power issues
In addition there was a GAL Executive
conference call on the afternoon of 26
December to review the progress being made
in returning the airport to normal operations and
to review the plan to deal with the expected
disruption due to the new weather warning. In
the end, the heavy rain forecast overnight did
not materialise and volunteers were stood down
in the morning of 27 December. Monitoring of
the water courses around Gatwick continued.
All of this was an impressive and concerted
effort by the airport and its partners to get the
airport back to normal operations; and it was a
significant success in that the airport operated
a full schedule on Christmas Day and has
continued this performance during subsequent
periods of difficult weather.
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Summary of recommendations

I have been supported in conducting this
review by a wide range of people – Gatwick
management and staff, airline representatives,
ground handling companies, NATS and many
other airport partners, including the police.
All have done so in an effort to ensure that
the events of 24 December can be avoided
in future. I am very grateful to them for their
engagement in this process.
The recommendations that I have produced
on all the topics studied are set out below. I
commend them to the company and believe
that their implementation would significantly
reduce the risk of a repeat of the problems
experienced on 24 December.
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Recommendations
1.	The Airport’s proposal to review
its flood prevention and alleviation
plans should be undertaken urgently
and should produce and commit to
delivering a comprehensive set of
plans to protect the airport’s critical
assets against a 1 in 100 year flood
and rainfall event;
2.	The existing flood alleviation plans
currently under construction should
be prioritised and reviewed to assess
whether they can be completed earlier
than currently planned;

plans at Gatwick should include an
assessment of potential impacts of
flooding at Gatwick on communities
upstream and downstream of the
airport;
5. 	Consideration should be given to
increasing resilience and redundancy
between switch rooms;
6. 	Consideration should be given to
providing alternative and back-up
power switching for critical systems,
such as IT;

3. 	Consideration should be given to
bringing forward the Ifield element of
UMFAS, with a contribution from GAL;

7. 	The electronic monitoring systems
already deployed in switch rooms
should be enhanced and all sensitive
equipment checked regularly at
periods of high risk;

4. 	Given the recent incidents of
widespread flooding outside of
the airport boundaries, reviews
of the flood risk and protection

8. 	Any sensitive equipment e.g. IT,
currently located in basements or
other areas susceptible to flooding
should be moved urgently, or
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Summary of recommendations

protected where relocation is not
practical, and no future designs should
locate sensitive equipment in areas
susceptible to flooding;
9. 	GAL should consider securing water
pumping capacity (both assets and
operatives) in addition to its own
needs so as to assist in evacuating
flooding on assets belonging to
others that impact on the operation of
the airport e.g. local authorities, the
Highways Agency;
10. 	The Airport’s Contingency Plans
should be reviewed, in close
collaboration with airlines and ground
handlers to ensure:
•  these organisations are fully
committed to the plans;
•  the plans are fit for purpose;
•  the plans secure the right
participants from each organisation
in times of disruption;

•  the plans provide suggested actions
for predictable events through
having basic Standard Operating
Procedures and check lists that all
parties agree are relevant;
11. 	All of the Airport’s Contingency Plans
should be made available to the entire
airport community;
12.	No wholesale Terminal shift should
be attempted until the practicality of
such an exercise has been thoroughly
assessed and has demonstrated
that it would improve passengers’
experience;
13.	Each Crisis Management meeting
should arrive at an agreed airport
status. If a status cannot be agreed,
GAL should assume its lead
responsibilities and declare a status
that all parties would work to;

7

14.	Each Crisis Management meeting
should end with an agreed summary
of actions which should be shared
amongst participants;
15.	The Airport’s Crisis Management
rostering should ensure that there
is always available a member of the
airport executive management team,
with extensive, significant and relevant
operational experience; and the GAL
CEO or COO should seek to establish
contact with their equivalents in key
external stakeholders impacted by a
crisis;
16.	GAL’s definitions of Gold, Silver and
Bronze should be reconsidered to
assess whether they could not be
aligned more closely with industry
norms;
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17.	All parties should be suitably
represented at Crisis Management
meetings and should ensure their
representatives are fully informed;
18.	Joint disruption plans should be
agreed between GAL and easyJet
and BA, providing for “open book”
style information and joint decision
processes in times of crisis;
19.	GAL should review the preparation
of its staff, to ensure they continue
to be properly trained, equipped and
informed, to ensure their ongoing
support in times of crisis;
20. 	There should be standby systems
of communications available to
be deployed in the event of power
failure eg. loud hailers to allow
mass communications, flip charts /
whiteboards to allow the display of
information. GAL should review its
tannoy system to improve audibility
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when large volumes of passengers are
present in a Terminal area;
21. 	Crisis management meetings should
include a detailed review of the
resources available to all affected
parties, and assessment made of
the ability of the contingency plan to
be delivered. To support this, GAL
and airport partners should have a
joint, pre-arranged plan for deploying
their staff resources in the quantities
required for specific events;
22. 	GAL and airport partners should
be required to ensure they allocate
sufficient resources to ensure accurate
and timely information is provided
across the airport campus;
23. 	GAL and airport partners should
agree in advance protocols for
communicating with passengers
affected by a crisis event. This should
incorporate the content and timings of
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communications to avoid conflicting
information being given to passengers
and avoid any unnecessary delay;
24. 	There should be a greater focus from
all airport partners on the welfare
impacts of a crisis on passengers.
Airlines should fulfil their legal
obligations to passengers in terms of
refreshments, rebooking and overnight
accommodation where required, and
the airport should be prepared to
provide welfare services where airlines
fall short;
25. 	GAL should work with airlines to
develop much clearer operational
protocols to develop guidance on
threshold conditions that would trigger
the cancellation or postponement of
flights;

Summary of recommendations

7

26. 	Each terminal should have a GAL
Passenger Captain whose sole
responsibility would be to ensure
passenger welfare concerns are
properly met during occasions of
disruption. This role would also
provide the key liaison between the
conditions being experienced in the
Terminals and the Crisis Management
process in the event of disruption; and
27. 	Direct communication between the
airport operations centre and the
Eurocontrol Network management
process should be established in the
event of any future major disruption
that could affect the air traffic situation
at Gatwick.
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Annex 1 – Terms of Reference

GATWICK AIRPORT LIMITED BOARD
REVIEW OF THE DISRUPTION EVENTS OF
24 DECEMBER 2013

The Report should also cover:
• Communication with passengers at the
airport during the incident

The Board has appointed David McMillan, nonexecutive Director, to lead an urgent Review of
the events of 24 December 2013 when flooding
occurred at the airport leading to serious
disruption to flights and major inconvenience to
passengers.

• T
 he discharge of responsibilities of the airport
and other relevant parties for the wellbeing
and welfare of passengers on site during the
incident

The Review should consider:
• The adequacy of the airport’s flood prevention
and alleviation plans
• In particular the extent to which the relevant
recommendations of Sir Michael Pitt following
the 2007 flood have been implemented
• T
 he adequacy of the airport’s contingency
and resilience plans for dealing with these
events on airport operations
• T
 he execution of all these plans in the period
of the incident and
• The process of recovery from the incident.
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• T
 he operation of the Collaborative Decision
Making process to secure the best possible
outcome for passengers on the day
• M
 ore general communications issues, such
as keeping prospective passengers informed
of the situation before they left home or were
en route to the airport.
The Report should focus primarily on the
operations for which GAL is directly responsible,
but it should also consider how other key
parties at the airport, such as airlines, ground
handling companies and other relevant
agencies communicated with each other,
worked together and discharged their duties,
tasks and responsibilities.
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The Report should make findings of fact,
draw lessons to be learnt and make
recommendations that could reduce the
likelihood of a recurrence of such an event as
well as reducing its impact through improving
the handling of any such event in the future. It
should also review any previous lessons learnt
exercise that is deemed relevant.
Mr McMillan will be supported by GAL staff, but
he may draw upon outside expertise as he sees
fit. The Report should also draw on the support
of all parties at the airport and so this document
should be shared with them, together with a
request to offer views on these events and on
what lessons should be learnt from them. An
initial report should be made to the Board in
January and the full Report should be made
public in the course of February.

Annex 2 – Events log
GAL has provided me with a timeline of the events of 24 December 2013.
Time

Events

23:59

High winds overnight resulted in 34 aircraft diverted away from
Gatwick

01:00 – 02:00

Various incidents being managed regarding high wind impact.
Loose containers, perimeter fence damage. Some lighting
flickering due to overhead power cables being affected by the
strong winds.

Time

Events

04:00 – 05:00

Flood Warning phone call received from EA. (04.15)
River Mole and Crawters Brook burst their banks.(04.40)
D3 reports Multi-Story Car Park 6 is closed because the lights are
out
D3 reports Northways has the lane adjacent to the Sofitel closed
due to flooding
NT power to the most of the terminal is down:
No baggage belts running.

Reports from airfield that parked aircraft are being affected by
strong winds.

No power or lights in reclaim hall.
North Terminal (NT) Idaho, flight information screens and check-in
systems down.

EA Flood Warning received. (01.25)
Engineering Duty Manager team responding to Flood Warning –
clearing trash rakes and checking key areas (01.30)
02:00 – 03:00

Weather Warning #24/001: STRONG WINDS
(valid 240500 to 240700)

03:00 – 04:00

Ldr 6 report - River Mole now running at approximately 90%
capacity. Southern peri-track roads almost all flooded. Area now
‘Out of Bounds’ until further notice.

A2

Central Search 3 has lost power. Staff entrance closed and
moved to X ray 12.
NT phone not working
First social media outreach – continued throughout the day
05:00 – 06:00

Major flooding whole of the western end of the Airfield including J
Sub
Aeronautical Ground Lighting Team have switched off G-SUB
stations due to water ingress, which has resulted in downgrade
of all Runway lighting CENTRE/EDGE/THRESHOLD by 50%).
Attempting to reinstate power with additional generators.
Silver command called (05:45)
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Annex 2 – Events log

Time

Events

Time

Events

06:00 – 07:00

No trains due to derail/landslip Merston – Next update 08:00

08:00 – 09:00

Ongoing repatriation of bags left on board aircraft during high
winds overnight.

GAL Volunteer plan activated - Leopard and Foxes called in

07:30

EDM made entry into NT basement. Found approximately 2ft of
water at road level. South switch room flooded to 18”.

08:45 Bronze meeting convened

3 Airfield Sub Stations on generators following flooding of the
River Mole.

South International Departure Lounge (IDL) good with no issues

Silver meeting convened
Determined that only partial capability remains in North Terminal
No prognosis on NT Power outage at this time. Update unlikely
until midday. Runway lighting down to 50% on approach and
threshold. 26L (runway) is CAT1.
Any passenger without hold bags to be processed through NT
security
Flights can be moved to South Terminal (ST) on a flight by flight
basis
easyJet to move 20 flights south
Inter-terminal shuttle running as normal
North Terminal out of gauge baggage belts to be used by British
Airways and Thomson.
Next Bronze at 08.00

All available GAL staff deployed.
North IDL Very Busy at 08.45 no concerns about overcrowding.
Border Force reporting staffing normal but struggling to provide
customs checks North Terminal due to lack of lighting.
Police reporting issues on perimeter roads with flooding; assisting
trapped motorists.
Vietnam Airlines flight moved from North terminal To South
Terminal check-in Zone E.
easyJet requested that all pax checked in the South terminal for a
North terminal departure be coached direct to aircraft.
Above process agreed by airfield ops.
Airlinks advised 18 drivers on duty but that they are struggling to
meet demand.
British Airways requested if possible to manually remove of jetty’s
from parked aircraft.
British Airways concerned about number of pax in IDL.
Requested cages for all longhaul bags.
Department for Transport updated
Public statement drafted, agreed and distributed
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Time

Events

Time

Events

10:00 – 11:00

10.00 Silver meeting convened (Gold Commander in attendance)

13:00 – 14:00

13.35 Bronze meeting convened

Decision confirmed to move all NT operations to ST with the
exception of BA from 13.00

Comms to go out every 15 mins to pax and volunteers.

Bronze disruption cell now activated and standing. Request for
Menzies to attend

North Terminal Flight Information Display Systems (FIDS) are
working but purposefully switched off due to incorrect data. Time
off the Blocks must be updated.

IDL capacity being checked by Terminal Duty Manager

easyJet requested GAL volunteer support to assist with move
flight by flight to ST

easyJet cancelled flights; 833, 8705, 8403, 8474, 8925, 8531,
8719, 8667, 8851

Bronze to plan movement of passengers
11:00 – 12:00

Menzies requested Police to ST IDL Information Desk.
Passengers getting aggressive Police have asked if GAL could
attend
11.35 - easyJet requested that GAL Staff attend their Check-in in
the NT to assist with escorting passengers over to the ST.

13:00 – 14:00

A2

14:00 – 15:00

14.30 Resources meeting convened
Airlinks planned to have 8 drivers on shift. They brought in an
extra 2. Plus 4 drivers stopped on = 14 drivers

15:00 – 16:00

Silver meeting convened (Gold Commander in attendance)
1730/1800 expect 100% edge MCRs and PAPIs (perimeter
lighting)

13.00 Silver meeting convened (Gold Commander in attendance)

Servisair 9 flights to depart.

Not planning to use the North Terminal today or tomorrow.
Cat 3 within 1 hour

Swissport 44 to depart.

Concern raised over number of Airlinks coaches and other
resources. Agreed resources specific meeting ay 14.30

easyJet 47 cancellations likely.
Police report public order getting worse, Zone A ST not moving

Police report passengers requesting more information and
becoming frustrated at lack of information. Zones G & H NT – no
Menzies staff (handling agent).

easyJet request support from GAL volunteers

Train update - Busses running from LGW to Three Bridges,
Haywards Heath and Brighton, Line test being run at this time - 1
Train running from LGW to East Croydon, Clapham Junction and
Victoria and back again.

Senior level communications between Gatwick Airport CEO and
easyJet COO
16:00 – 17:00

UK Power Networks isolated NT Basement to allow
dehumidification and restoration work on LV panels
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Time

Events

Time

Events

17:00 – 18:00

17:30 Bronze meeting convened
(Gold Commander in attendance)

23:00 – 00:00

200 rooms in Premier Inn available for passengers. 11 passengers
in welfare area lower B.

Chris Woodroofe Duty Senior Manager attended

Bag repatriation process on NT forecourt ongoing.

Police attending gate 45 to assist in decontrolling passengers
Senior level communications between Gatwick CEO and British
Airways Gatwick Director
18:00 – 19:00

17:30 Bronze meeting continues
easyJet attend from 18.00
easyJet advise all flights except 6 to be cancelled
Need to decontrol all flights including 11 with pax on board
aircraft. Menzies later advise only 1 aircraft has pax on board,
others have remained in IDL.
Plan to repatriate bags required. Andre Harlock to lead process
with OCS resource.

20:00 – 21:00

20:00 Silver meeting convened
(Gold Commander in attendance)
Plan for next day operation discussed
easyJet request stand plan is reassessed as it requires towing
when sufficient easyJet aircraft are available already
BA request OCS support in sorting bags for passengers that have
left. Advised that priority will be given to sort bags for passengers
on cancelled flights
Plan to activate welfare area lower B to be in place should any
passengers need to bed down at the airport
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Annex 3 – Organisations and
individuals consulted
In the course of the review I have spoken with
a range of airport partner organisations. This
included a multilateral stakeholder event held on
23 January 2014.

I also spoke with various individuals employed
by GAL who had various roles on 24 December
and/or broader roles relevant to flood and risk
management:

I have also held a number of bilateral
discussions with some stakeholders and
received written submissions from some of
these:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B
 ritish Airways
e
 asyJet
G
 atwick Airport Passenger Advisory Group
G
 atwick Airport Police
M
 enzies Aviation
N
 ational Express (Airlinks)
N
 ATS
T
 homson Airways

A3

 old Commander
G
Silver Commander
Bronze Commander
Airfield Duty Manager
Terminal Duty Manager
GAL Volunteers (Foxes and Leopards)
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Operating Officer
Head of Engineering
Business Continuity and Risk Manager
Engineering, Procurement and Construction
Manager

GAL also held a number of interviews with
passengers affected by the delays and
cancellation on the day, and a report drawn up
on my request has fed into this review.
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Annex 4 – Summary Statistics of Flights at
London Gatwick on 23, 24 and 25 December

Introduction
This annex sets out a summary of:
• T
 he inbound flights that were diverted away from Gatwick on the
evening of 23 December 2013;
• Each of the flights that operated from Gatwick on 24 December 2013;
• The North terminal flights checked-in in the South Terminal; and
• The additional flights that were operated from Gatwick on 25 December
2013.
December 23 2013
GAL’s analysis shows that there were 35 flights diverted away from
Gatwick on the evening of 23 December 2013 into 24 December 2013
because of the strong winds. This is shown in Table A1.
December 24 2013
Tables A2 and A3 show summary information for the flights that were
scheduled to arrive at or depart from Gatwick on 24 December 2013.
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Table A1
Inbound aircraft diverted away from Gatwick on 23 December 2013
Day/Time

Flight No.

Scheduled
Time

Origin

Remarks

23/16:33

FR

1112

23/12/2013
16:10

DUB

DIVERTED TO STN

23/16:55

DY

2441

23/12/2013
16:40

NCE

DIVERTED TO STN

23/19:00

EK

09

23/12/2013
18:25

DXB

DIVERTED TO BHX

23/19:05

TCX

1135

23/12/2013
18:45

LPA

DIVERTED TO EMA

23/19:39

EZY

8598

23/12/2013
18:45

DUS

DIVERTED TO STN

23/21:50

EZY

8862

23/12/2013
21:50

HRG

DIVERTED TO STN

23/21:34

TCX

1033

23/12/2013
21:20

BJL

DIVERTED TO BHX

23/21:31

MON

249

23/12/2013
21:20

SSH

DIVERTED TO STN

23/22:30

EZY

812

23/12/2013
21:10

EDI

DIVERTED TO STN

23/23:00

EZY

8610

23/12/2013
23:00

AGP

DIVERTED TO LPL

23/23:09

DY

2859

23/12/2013
22:25

ARN

DIVERTED TO STN
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Day/Time

Flight No.

Scheduled
Time

Origin

Remarks

Day/Time

Flight No.

Scheduled
Time

Origin

Remarks

23/23:16

EZY

8720

23/12/2013
22:30

LIS

DIVERTED TO LPL

24/00:38

EZY

8360

23/12/2013
22:30

NCE

DIVERTED TO LPL

23/23:16

EZY

8706

23/12/2013
23:20

TFS

DATA NOT
AVAILABLE

24/00:01

EZY

5338

23/12/2013
22:40

TLS

DIVERTED TO NCL

23/23:16

EZY

5378

23/12/2013
21:15

CGN

DATA NOT
AVAILABLE

24/00:01

EZY

896

23/12/2013
22:40

GLA

DIVERTED TO STN

23/23:20

DY

2501

23/12/2013
23:10

FCO

DIVERTED TO MAN

24/00:01

EZY

5498

23/12/2013
22:40

PRG

DIVERTED TO LPL

23/23:25

BA

2943

23/12/2013
20:50

EDI

DIVERTED TO MAN

24/01:12

EZY

5346

23/12/2013
21:30

HAM

DIVERTED TO LPL

23/23:25

BA

2042

23/12/2013
22:15

MLE

DIVERTED TO MAN

24/01:12

EZY

5438

23/12/2013
22:45

CXF

DIVERTED TO LPL

23/23:40

BA

2709

23/12/2013
21:25

BCN

DIVERTED TO MAN

24/01:29

EZY

5260

23/12/2013
22:30

FCO

DIVERTED TO AMS

23/23:43

EZY

8882

23/12/2013
21:45

AMS

DIVERTED TO LPL

24/01:29

EZY

5300

23/12/2013
22:00

MXP

DIVERTED TO MAN

23/23:46

EZY

8966

23/12/2013
23:20

LCA

DIVERTED TO LPL

24/01:29

TOM

607

24/12/2013
01:15

RAK

DIVERTED TO NCL

23/23:46

EZY

5226

23/12/2013
22:45

VLC

DIVERTED TO AMS

24/01:54

EZY

8538

23/12/2013
23:30

FUE

DIVERTED TO AMS

23/23:59

EZY

8896

23/12/2013
23:40

RAK

DIVERTED TO LPL

TAP

352

23/12/2013
23:30

LIS

DIVERTED TO LHR

24/00:01

TOM

8045

23/12/2013
23:35

ENF

DIVERTED TO BHX

24/00:29

BA

2965

23/12/2013
20:50

GLA

DIVERTED TO BHX

Source: GAL Analysis
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Table A2
Flight arrivals scheduled for 24 December 2013

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

07:45

BA2931

EDI

24/12/2013 07:42

07:45

EZY8414

LYS

24/12/2013 07:42

07:50

EZY802

EDI

24/12/2013 07:42

07:55

BA2769

JER

24/12/2013 12:52

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

00:30

ENT3038

NCL

24/12/2013 00:42

TOM607

RAK

05:25

BA2154

BGI

24/12/2013 05:42

07:55

BE461

NCL

24/12/2013 08:10

06:20

VN055

HAN

24/12/2013 06:38

07:55

EZY832

BFS

24/12/2013 07:52

06:30

TCX135

HOG

24/12/2013 06:25

07:55

GR600

GCI

24/12/2013 07:59

06:30

VS030

BGI

24/12/2013 06:25

08:05

BE900

GCI

24/12/2013 07:47

06:35

EK011

DXB

24/12/2013 07:19

08:05

BE930

JER

24/12/2013 07:59

06:40

3G3120

FNA

24/12/2013 06:19

08:05

EZY5364

CPH

24/12/2013 08:00

06:45

TOM045

MBJ

24/12/2013 06:55

08:05

EZY9005

LPL

24/12/2013 09:00

06:50

EZY9004

STN

24/12/2013 06:40

08:10

EI020

BHD

24/12/2013 08:35

07:05

VS028

MCO

24/12/2013 06:46

08:10

EZY5432

SXF

24/12/2013 08:03

07:15

EZY9006

MAN

24/12/2013 07:21

08:10

MON9253

ATH

24/12/2013 08:10

07:25

TOM039

CUN

24/12/2013 07:25

08:10

VY7822

BCN

24/12/2013 07:57

07:30

BA2036

MCO

24/12/2013 09:00

08:20

BE961

BHD

24/12/2013 08:29

07:30

DY8459

STN

24/12/2013 11:22

08:25

BE801

NQY

24/12/2013 09:58

07:30

EZS8463

GVA

24/12/2013 07:22

08:25

EZY5290

MXP

24/12/2013 08:52

07:35

EZS8430

BSL

24/12/2013 07:31

08:30

BA2262

KIN

24/12/2013 08:49

08:35

BA2953

GLA

24/12/2013 09:37

01:15
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Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

08:35

EK009D

DXB

09:30

GR602

GCI

08:35

EZY882

GLA

24/12/2013 10:14

09:40

DY5580

AGP

24/12/2013 09:34

08:40

DY1302

OSL

24/12/2013 09:04

09:45

EZY9008

MAN

24/12/2013 11:21

08:40

DY2849

ARN

24/12/2013 08:53

09:50

TK1981

IST

24/12/2013 09:52

08:40

EI230

DUB

24/12/2013 09:45

09:50

TP344

LIS

24/12/2013 12:43

08:45

VS090

GND

24/12/2013 08:34

09:50

VS064

HAV

24/12/2013 09:01

08:50

BA2158

POS

24/12/2013 10:25

09:55

EZY8594

DUS

24/12/2013 16:33

08:50

BE7320

INV

24/12/2013 08:56

10:00

8U912

TIP

24/12/2013 10:11

08:50

VS016

MCO

24/12/2013 08:26

10:00

EZY8465

GVA

24/12/2013 12:06

08:55

EZY5252

FCO

24/12/2013 09:48

10:00

TS122

YYZ

24/12/2013 09:57

08:55

EZY5474

MAD

24/12/2013 09:01

10:10

BA2771

JER

24/12/2013 13:02

09:00

BA2166

TPA

24/12/2013 09:28

10:10

EI232

DUB

24/12/2013 10:29

09:05

EZY8870

AMS

24/12/2013 11:50

10:10

EZY9007

STN

24/12/2013 11:01

09:05

EZY9019

STN

24/12/2013 09:58

10:20

EZY5376

CGN

24/12/2013 10:57

09:10

BA2276

LAS

24/12/2013 08:45

10:20

EZY9018

BHX

24/12/2013 11:29

09:10

FR112

DUB

24/12/2013 10:10

10:30

A3606

ATH

24/12/2013 10:20

09:10

UX1013

MAD

24/12/2013 09:22

10:35

EZY9012

LPL

24/12/2013 10:37

09:20

EZY8570

BCN

24/12/2013 09:17

10:35

VS044

LAS

24/12/2013 09:49

09:25

BA2156

TAB

24/12/2013 10:27

10:40

EZY5382

MUC

24/12/2013 17:29

09:30

DY5538

ALC

24/12/2013 09:40

10:40

EZY9013

LPL

24/12/2013 10:41

CNX

Actual in block time

A4

CNX

Actual in block time
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Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

10:45

EZY5114

ZRH

24/12/2013 11:28

11:30

EZY5344

HAM

24/12/2013 14:04

10:45

EZY9020

LPL

24/12/2013 11:06

11:35

EZY5334

TLS

24/12/2013 12:12

10:45

MON321P

STN

24/12/2013 10:34

11:35

EZY8498

OPO

24/12/2013 17:36

10:50

EZY9021

LPL

24/12/2013 11:54

11:40

BE965

BHD

24/12/2013 12:04

10:55

BA2957

GLA

24/12/2013 16:29

11:45

3O105

CMN

24/12/2013 11:56

EZY886

GLA

11:45

BA2937

EDI

24/12/2013 17:52

10:55

EZY9022

LPL

24/12/2013 12:21

11:50

EZY5392

MUC

10:55

KM116

MLA

24/12/2013 11:07

11:50

EZY810

EDI

24/12/2013 20:31

11:00

BA2759

AMS

24/12/2013 12:37

11:50

EZY834

BFS

24/12/2013 20:11

EZY8350

NCE

10:55

CNX

CNX

11:05

CNX

EZY872

ABZ

11:50

11:05

CNX

EZY8872

AMS

11:50

FR1182

SNN

24/12/2013 12:30

11:10

EZY9014

LPL

24/12/2013 11:15

11:55

EK015

DXB

24/12/2013 12:18

11:15

BE273

IOM

24/12/2013 11:25

11:55

CNX

EZS8467

GVA

11:20

BA2623

NCE

24/12/2013 17:25

11:55

CNX

EZY8572

BCN

11:20

GR604

GCI

24/12/2013 12:22

12:00

BE938

JER

11:25

BA2737

GVA

24/12/2013 18:39

12:00

SIG406

FAB

11:25

BE906

GCI

24/12/2013 11:41

12:10

FR9852

ORK

24/12/2013 12:44

11:25

EZY5366

CPH

24/12/2013 11:41

12:10

TP334

OPO

24/12/2013 12:41

11:25

PS111

KBP

24/12/2013 11:49

12:20

EZY5176

SVQ

24/12/2013 12:26

11:30

EK8010

BHX

24/12/2013 13:28

12:20

EZY8552

MJV

24/12/2013 23:24
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Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

12:20

TOM9016P

BHX

24/12/2013 12:56

13:10

FR114

DUB

24/12/2013 15:01

12:30

EZY5254

FCO

24/12/2013 13:07

13:20

TK1963

SAW

24/12/2013 13:46

12:30

TOM4247

ALC

24/12/2013 14:17

13:25

EZY5164

LEI

24/12/2013 13:26

12:35

BA2633

ALC

24/12/2013 13:52

13:25

EZY5264

VCE

24/12/2013 13:49

12:35

BA2707

BCN

24/12/2013 17:49

13:30

BA2959

GLA

24/12/2013 22:12

12:35

EI236

DUB

24/12/2013 13:24

13:35

EZY8904

GIB

12:40

EI022

BHD

24/12/2013 13:00

13:40

EZY5054

MPL

24/12/2013 16:11

12:40

EZY8718

LIS

24/12/2013 22:27

13:45

EZY5494

PRG

24/12/2013 14:05

12:40

EZY9011

BHX

24/12/2013 14:24

13:45

EZY9386

MUC

24/12/2013 17:58

12:40

EZY9015

BHX

24/12/2013 14:34

13:50

BA2649

TIA

24/12/2013 18:21

12:45

BA2583

VCE

24/12/2013 18:08

13:50

EZY8512

KRK

12:45

EZY5304

VRN

24/12/2013 13:06

14:00

BA9175E

MCO

12:45

EZY8364

BRI

24/12/2013 15:18

14:00

EZY8530

NAP

12:50

EZY862

INV

25/12/2013 00:59

14:05

BA2713

AGP

24/12/2013 16:21

13:00

EZY5326

MRS

24/12/2013 13:28

14:20

BA2773

JER

24/12/2013 23:06

13:00

EZY5476

MAD

24/12/2013 17:56

14:20

EI912

NOC

24/12/2013 14:20

EZY8918

FAO

14:25

DY6134

MAN

24/12/2013 14:31

EZY8662

ALC

14:30

BA2653

SZG

24/12/2013 17:33

EZY854

IOM

TK1997

IST

13:00

CNX

13:05

24/12/2013 22:15

13:10

CNX

EZY8604

AGP

14:30

13:10

CNX

EZY8990

BLQ

14:30

CNX

CNX

CNX

CNX

24/12/2013 13:02

24/12/2013 14:38
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Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

14:35

AP816

CTA

24/12/2013 14:46

15:40

EZY8402

DME

25/12/2013 02:59

14:40

EZY9260

AMS

24/12/2013 14:53

15:40

EZY8894

RAK

24/12/2013 21:38

14:45

BA2761

AMS

24/12/2013 18:50

15:40

TP342

LIS

24/12/2013 16:06

14:45

EZY8824

MLA

25/12/2013 02:59

15:45

BE465

NCL

24/12/2013 16:13

14:55

CNX

EZY8974

SOF

15:45

BE944

JER

24/12/2013 15:51

15:00

CNX

BA2939

EDI

15:50

BE969

BHD

24/12/2013 15:47

BA9258P

BHX

15:50

EZY5014

BOD

24/12/2013 17:08

EZY5136

FNC

24/12/2013 16:10

15:00

24/12/2013 16:29

15:05

CNX

TOM9017P

NCL

15:55

15:10

CNX

EZY5448

LUX

15:55

CNX

EZY836

BFS

15:15

BE275

IOM

24/12/2013 15:02

16:00

CNX

BA9250P

MAN

15:20

BA9252P

MAN

24/12/2013 15:34

16:00

BA9259P

MAN

24/12/2013 18:36

15:20

TOM607A

NCL

24/12/2013 15:48

16:00

BE912

GCI

24/12/2013 16:06

15:25

EZY5150

AGA

24/12/2013 15:41

16:05

BE803

NQY

24/12/2013 16:09

EZY8590

SCQ

16:05

EZY5086

ATH

24/12/2013 16:02

15:30

EZY5080

BGO

24/12/2013 16:34

16:15

EZY5436

SXF

24/12/2013 16:27

15:30

GR606

GCI

24/12/2013 16:46

16:15

EZY8408

IVL

24/12/2013 23:11

EZY8574

BCN

16:15

GR608

GCI

24/12/2013 17:23

15:35

EZY9023

LPL

24/12/2013 15:25

16:20

DY2435

TFS

24/12/2013 19:48

15:35

EZY9024

LPL

24/12/2013 15:37

16:20

EI242

DUB

24/12/2013 17:15

15:40

EZY5244

PMO

24/12/2013 22:04

16:20

EZY8606

AGP

15:25

15:35
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Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

16:20

UX1015

MAD

24/12/2013 16:32

17:30

ZB239

ACE

24/12/2013 17:34

EZY8704

TFS

TOM077

MBA

16:30

CNX

16:35

24/12/2013 17:52

17:35

CNX

BA2741

GVA

17:35

CNX

EZY8628

PMI

16:45

CNX

BA2541

FCO

17:35

EZY9392

MUC

24/12/2013 17:45

16:45

CNX

EZY8682

ACE

17:50

BA2597

VRN

24/12/2013 22:50

16:50

BA2625

NCE

24/12/2013 23:50

17:55

EZY9002

EMA

16:50

EZY5286

LIN

24/12/2013 19:02

17:59

DY6131

AES

24/12/2013 17:50

16:55

EZY8475

GVA

24/12/2013 17:00

18:00

EZY5478

MAD

24/12/2013 18:35

17:00

BA9153P

MAN

24/12/2013 17:29

18:00

EZY8514

KRK

EZY9538

AMS

EZY8477

GVA

CNX

CNX

17:00

CNX

EZY5396

INN

18:00

17:15

CNX

BA2585

VCE

18:10

17:15

DY2505

BCN

25/12/2013 00:03

18:20

BA2775

JER

24/12/2013 23:39

17:15

EZY9001

LIS

24/12/2013 17:42

18:20

EI244

DUB

24/12/2013 18:35

17:20

EZY5454

PFO

24/12/2013 18:01

18:25

EK009

DXB

24/12/2013 18:28

EZY8424

BUD

EZY8576

BCN

17:25

DY8461

STN

24/12/2013 17:35

18:35

EZY5234

PSA

24/12/2013 18:39

17:25

EI026

BHD

24/12/2013 17:13

18:35

ZB287

TFS

24/12/2013 18:59

17:25

EZY5336

TLS

24/12/2013 17:57

18:40

CNX

EZY8438

BSL

EZY8418

LYS

18:45

CNX

TOM4253

TFS

EZY5368

CPH

18:50

CNX

BA2763

AMS

17:20

17:25
17:30

CNX

CNX

18:25

24/12/2013 18:21

CNX

CNX

24/12/2013 18:07
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London Gatwick on 23, 24 and 25 December

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

18:50

EZY5438

SXF

24/12/2013 19:25

20:00

TOM4239

ACE

19:00

VY7824

BCN

24/12/2013 18:47

20:10

ZB253

ALC

24/12/2013 20:51

CNX

Actual in block time

19:05

CNX

EZY8496

OPO

20:15

EZY5258

FCO

24/12/2013 21:15

19:10

CNX

TOM347

AYT

20:15

EZY5346

HAM

24/12/2013 21:02

19:15

BA2789

BOD

24/12/2013 23:43

20:20

BA2777

JER

25/12/2013 00:33

19:15

EZY5268

VCE

24/12/2013 19:50

20:25

EZY5118

ZRH

24/12/2013 22:25

EZY812

EDI

20:25

EZY5338

TLS

24/12/2013 20:20

19:20

BA2689

GOA

25/12/2013 01:36

20:25

CNX

EZY8568

CTA

19:20

GR610

GCI

24/12/2013 19:59

20:30

CNX

BA2613

NAP

EZY9396

MUC

19:15

CNX

19:20

CNX

SIG145

BQH

20:30

19:30

CNX

TOM4227

TFS

20:35

CNX

EZY8532

NAP

19:35

CNX

EZY5226

VLC

20:35

CNX

EZY8926

FAO

TCX1013

TFS

BA2587

VCE

19:40

24/12/2013 21:00

20:40

19:50

CNX

EZY8360

NCE

20:50

CNX

BA2943

EDI

19:55

CNX

BA2579

TRN

20:50

CNX

BA2965

GLA

EZY5360

VIE

20:50

CNX

EZY8910

AMM

EZY8880

AMS

EZY5480

MAD

19:55

MON757P

BHX

24/12/2013 19:28

21:05

CNX

EZY8578

BCN

20:00

IA237

BGW

24/12/2013 19:19

21:05

CNX

EZY8610

AGP

20:00

SIG145

NCE

21:05

CNX

EZY8852

SSH

19:55
19:55
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CNX

24/12/2013 19:43

20:55
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Annex 4 – Summary Statistics of Flights at
London Gatwick on 23, 24 and 25 December
Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

Actual in block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Origin

21:10

BA2667

RAK

25/12/2013 00:20

22:15

EZY8706

TFS

BA2715

AGP

EZY9926

AMS

BA2709

BCN

EZY9040

AMS

TOM879

BVC

EZY5300

MXP

EZY8826

MLA

TOM4267

MLA

21:10

CNX

21:15
21:15

CNX

21:20
21:20

CNX

21:20

22:50
25/12/2013 01:47

24/12/2013 21:44

CNX

EZY8668

ALC

21:30

CNX

EZY8720

LIS

21:35

CNX

EZY8966

LCA

21:35

TCX1519

HRG

24/12/2013 21:24

21:45

ENT3040

ENF

24/12/2013 22:10

21:45

MON6479

BJL

24/12/2013 23:02

21:45

SIG109

ZZZ

21:50

BA2731

TFS

EZY8404

DME

EZY8896

RAK

SIG999

FSS

21:55

TOM9017P

BHX

24/12/2013 21:32

22:10

EI248

DUB

24/12/2013 22:07

CNX

21:50
21:50

CNX

23:00

CNX

Actual in block time

24/12/2013 23:00

Source: GAL analysis
Note: CNX indicates that the flight was cancelled

25/12/2013 02:07

21:25

21:50

CNX

A4

25/12/2013 02:15

25/12/2013 03:10
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Table A3
Flight departures scheduled for 24 December 2013

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

06:50

CNX

EZY8603

AGP

06:50

CNX

EZY8917

FAO

DY2434

TFS

EZY8571

BCN

Actual off block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

06:10

EZY8869

AMS

24/12/2013 08:51

06:55

06:15

EZY8462

GVA

24/12/2013 08:25

06:55

06:15

TOM4246

ALC

24/12/2013 07:54

07:00

BA2648

TIA

26/12/2013 20:18

06:20

EZY5175

SVQ

24/12/2013 06:33

07:00

EZY5289

MXP

24/12/2013 07:52

06:20

EZY5381

MUC

24/12/2013 13:03

07:00

EZY5365

CPH

24/12/2013 07:14

06:20

EZY8363

BRI

24/12/2013 08:43

07:00

EZY8401

DME

24/12/2013 18:07

06:30

EZY5431

SXF

24/12/2013 06:45

07:00

EZY8703

TFS

06:35

BA2622

NCE

24/12/2013 12:15

07:05

EZY5149

AGA

24/12/2013 07:32

06:35

ENT3039

ENF

26/12/2013 16:56

07:10

EZY5163

LEI

26/12/2013 20:27

06:35

EZY8497

OPO

24/12/2013 12:44

07:10

EZY5375

CGN

24/12/2013 07:53

06:35

EZY8551

MJV

24/12/2013 18:03

07:10

EZY5453

PFO

24/12/2013 07:47

06:35

EZY8593

DUS

24/12/2013 13:26

07:10

EZY8903

GIB

24/12/2013 17:30

06:40

EZY8717

LIS

24/12/2013 16:21

07:15

EZY5391

INN

26/12/2013 14:58

06:50

BA2632

ALC

24/12/2013 10:03

07:15

CNX

EZY8349

NCE

06:50

EI231

DUB

24/12/2013 07:06

07:15

CNX

EZY871

ABZ

06:50

EZY5113

ZRH

24/12/2013 07:38

07:20

BA2706

BCN

26/12/2013 20:18

06:50

EZY5253

FCO

24/12/2013 06:25

07:25

BA2736

GVA

24/12/2013 14:50

07:25

EZY5333

TLS

24/12/2013 08:12
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CNX

CNX
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Annex 4 – Summary Statistics of Flights at
London Gatwick on 23, 24 and 25 December
Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

07:25

EZY8661

ALC

26/12/2013 16:22

08:10

EZY8871

AMS

07:30

EZY5475

MAD

24/12/2013 12:45

08:10

MON6478

BJL

EZY883

GLA

07:35

BA2956

GLA

07:35

EZY8823

07:40

07:30

Actual off block time

24/12/2013 09:14

08:15

CNX

EZS8431

BSL

26/12/2013 16:42

08:15

CNX

EZS8464

GVA

MLA

24/12/2013 20:11

08:20

CNX

EZY8415

LYS

BA2712

AGP

26/12/2013 20:18

08:20

CNX

EZY8511

KRK

07:40

EZY5135

FNC

24/12/2013 07:44

08:25

BA2936

EDI

07:40

EZY5343

HAM

24/12/2013 10:23

08:25

CNX

EZY803

EDI

EZY8681

ACE

08:25

CNX

EZY8989

BLQ

07:40

EZY8893

RAK

24/12/2013 14:09

08:30

BE462

NCL

24/12/2013 09:13

07:45

BA2582

VCE

24/12/2013 12:49

08:30

DY6130

AES

24/12/2013 12:35

07:45

BA2758

AMS

26/12/2013 15:52

08:30

EZY831

BFS

24/12/2013 18:30

07:50

BA2770

JER

24/12/2013 10:20

08:30

GR601

GCI

24/12/2013 09:55

EZY8973

SOF

08:40

EZY5263

VCE

24/12/2013 08:45

08:00

EZY5085

ATH

24/12/2013 08:07

08:45

BE903

GCI

24/12/2013 08:48

08:00

EZY8407

IVL

24/12/2013 14:59

08:45

EZY5325

MRS

24/12/2013 08:56

EZY8529

NAP

08:50

BE933

JER

24/12/2013 09:24

08:00

TOM878

BVC

24/12/2013 15:20

08:50

EI021

BHD

24/12/2013 09:16

08:05

ZB238

ACE

24/12/2013 08:25

08:50

VY7823

BCN

24/12/2013 10:54

08:10

EZY5303

VRN

27/12/2013 07:20

08:50

ZB286

TFS

24/12/2013 09:30

07:40

07:50

08:00

CNX

CNX

A4

CNX

CNX

CNX

24/12/2013 14:44
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Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

08:55

BE962

BHD

24/12/2013 09:38

09:40

TCX1012

TFS

24/12/2013 11:30

08:55

EZY5493

PRG

24/12/2013 09:41

09:40

TOM4226

TFS

09:00

VS097

TAB

24/12/2013 09:33

09:45

EK012

DXB

24/12/2013 13:37

09:05

BE802

NQY

24/12/2013 10:58

09:50

BA2652

SZG

24/12/2013 13:18

09:05

EZY861

INV

24/12/2013 21:31

10:00

BA2203

CUN

24/12/2013 16:54

EZY8851

SSH

10:00

BE964

BHD

09:10

DY1303

OSL

24/12/2013 10:06

10:00

BE970A

BHD

09:10

EZY5243

PMO

24/12/2013 15:42

10:00

CNX

GR603

GCI

TOM4252

TFS

10:05

CNX

EZY8605

AGP

EI233

DUB

10:10

BA2958

GLA

24/12/2013 19:00

09:05

09:10

CNX

CNX

09:15

24/12/2013 10:34

CNX

24/12/2013 12:10

09:15

CNX

EZY8909

AMM

10:10

DY5539

ALC

24/12/2013 10:31

09:15

CNX

TOM078

CUN

10:10

UX1014

MAD

24/12/2013 10:18

BE7321

INV

10:15

DY5579

AGP

24/12/2013 10:44

TOM346

AYT

09:30

EZY5053

MPL

09:30

EZY5255

09:30

09:25
09:25

10:15

CNX

EK010D

DXB

24/12/2013 12:09

10:25

CNX

EZY8573

BCN

FCO

24/12/2013 10:52

10:30

VS029

BGI

EZY9385

MUC

24/12/2013 13:17

10:40

TOM4238

ACE

09:30

TCX1518

HRG

24/12/2013 10:12

10:40

TP341

LIS

24/12/2013 14:19

09:30

TOM9014P

BHX

24/12/2013 10:17

10:45

BA2155

BGI

24/12/2013 14:11

09:40

FR113

DUB

24/12/2013 11:14

10:50

EI911

NOC

24/12/2013 11:22
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CNX

24/12/2013 09:48

CNX
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Annex 4 – Summary Statistics of Flights at
London Gatwick on 23, 24 and 25 December

A4

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

10:50

TK1982

IST

24/12/2013 13:13

12:00

VN054

HAN

24/12/2013 14:40

BA2540

FCO

12:05

BA2624

NCE

24/12/2013 19:25

EZY5079

BGO

EZY8589

SCQ

BA2157

SKB

EZY8965

LCA

11:15

VS033

ANU

11:30

8U913

11:30

10:55

CNX

10:55
10:55

CNX

11:00
11:10

11:30

CNX

CNX

11:40

24/12/2013 11:41

12:05

CNX

EZY5447

LUX

12:05

CNX

EZY8627

PMI

12:10

BE966

BHD

24/12/2013 12:58

12:10

EZY5013

BOD

24/12/2013 13:47

24/12/2013 11:11

12:15

DY2504

BCN

24/12/2013 18:49

TIP

24/12/2013 11:44

12:15

FR1183

SNN

24/12/2013 13:37

A3607

ATH

24/12/2013 11:50

12:20

BA2730

TFS

24/12/2013 17:11

EZY853

IOM

12:20

EZY5477

MAD

24/12/2013 13:09

BA2760

AMS

EZY833

BFS

PS112

KBP

BA2584

VCE

24/12/2013 16:34

24/12/2013 16:09

12:20

CNX

11:40

CNX

BA2938

EDI

12:20

11:40

CNX

EZY8423

BUD

12:25

11:45

BE274

IOM

24/12/2013 12:47

12:25

EZY5285

LIN

24/12/2013 14:55

11:45

TS123

YYZ

24/12/2013 11:52

12:25

EZY5395

INN

24/12/2013 17:00

11:50

GR605

GCI

24/12/2013 14:21

12:25

EZY813

EDI

11:55

BA2037

MCO

24/12/2013 14:32

12:30

BE941

JER

24/12/2013 13:10

11:55

BE909

GCI

24/12/2013 12:38

12:30

EK8010

DXB

24/12/2013 15:39

11:55

KM117

MLA

24/12/2013 12:08

12:30

CNX

EZS8472

GVA

12:00

BA2772

JER

24/12/2013 20:40

12:30

CNX

EZY8513

KRK

CNX

CNX

24/12/2013 13:21
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Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

12:30

VS093

CUN

24/12/2013 12:33

13:35

FR115

DUB

24/12/2013 16:15

12:40

FR9853

ORK

24/12/2013 13:49

13:40

BA2740

GVA

12:40

TOM030

PUJ

24/12/2013 18:37

13:40

EZY5233

PSA

12:45

3O106

CMN

24/12/2013 12:53

13:45

EZY8419

LYS

EZY8705

TFS

13:50

BA2063

MRU

24/12/2013 17:54

12:50

EZY5367

CPH

24/12/2013 14:04

13:50

EZY8895

RAK

24/12/2013 20:15

12:55

BA2167

TPA

24/12/2013 16:03

13:55

EZY8495

OPO

13:00

TP331

OPO

24/12/2013 14:59

13:55

TOM4266

MLA

13:00

VS015

MCO

24/12/2013 13:17

14:05

CNX

EZY8825

MLA

CNX

EZY5225

VLC

ZB252

ALC

BA2612

NAP

12:45

CNX

CNX

CNX

CNX

24/12/2013 14:09

24/12/2013 18:51

13:10

CNX

DY2854

ARN

14:15

13:10

CNX

EZY8403

DME

14:15

13:15

BA2596

VRN

24/12/2013 18:34

14:20

13:15

BA2666

RAK

24/12/2013 16:34

14:20

EZY5437

SXF

24/12/2013 15:10

13:15

EI023

BHD

24/12/2013 13:56

14:25

EZY5267

VCE

24/12/2013 15:24

13:15

EI237

DUB

24/12/2013 14:31

14:25

CNX

EZY8474

GVA

13:15

EZY5335

TLS

24/12/2013 13:54

14:25

CNX

EZY8925

FAO

CNX

24/12/2013 15:01

13:20

CNX

EZY885

GLA

14:25

TK1964

SAW

24/12/2013 15:44

13:25

CNX

EZY8575

BCN

14:25

TOM094

HKT

24/12/2013 19:46

13:30

CNX

EZY8567

CTA

14:30

BA2233

BDA

24/12/2013 17:48

EK016

DXB

EZY8531

NAP

13:35
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14:30

CNX
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Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

14:35

EZY5257

FCO

24/12/2013 15:34

16:00

BA2774

JER

24/12/2013 21:15

14:40

EZY5359

VIE

24/12/2013 14:59

16:00

GR607

GCI

24/12/2013 17:37

14:45

BA2688

GOA

24/12/2013 20:52

16:05

EZY8577

BCN

CNX

14:45

CNX

BA2714

AGP

16:05

EZY9395

MUC

24/12/2013 16:59

14:50

CNX

EZY8609

AGP

16:15

BE466

NCL

24/12/2013 17:11

EI239

DUB

16:15

BE947

JER

24/12/2013 16:46

EZY8437

BSL

16:15

EZY5337

TLS

24/12/2013 16:37

AP817

CTA

16:20

BE970

BHD

24/12/2013 16:47

EZY8359

NCE

16:25

EZY5345

HAM

24/12/2013 17:28

15:30

BA2788

BOD

24/12/2013 19:59

16:25

EZY837

BFS

15:30

EZY5479

MAD

24/12/2013 16:55

16:30

BE913

GCI

24/12/2013 17:19

EZY8719

LIS

16:30

EZY5117

ZRH

24/12/2013 18:44

TK1998

IST

16:30

TP343

LIS

24/12/2013 17:11

BA2578

TRN

16:35

BE804

NQY

24/12/2013 17:31

BE276

IOM

16:45

GR609

GCI

24/12/2013 18:09

15:00
15:00

CNX

15:10
15:20

15:30

CNX

CNX

15:30
15:40

CNX

15:45

24/12/2013 15:37

24/12/2013 16:09

24/12/2013 17:26

24/12/2013 15:51

CNX

15:45

CNX

EZY8667

ALC

16:50

EZY5439

SXF

24/12/2013 17:36

15:50

CNX

BA2762

AMS

17:00

EI245

DUB

24/12/2013 18:05

15:50

CNX

EZY811

EDI

17:00

EZY5297

MXP

24/12/2013 17:44

15:55

BA2586

VCE

24/12/2013 21:19

17:00

EZY8879

AMS

16:00

BA2708

BCN

24/12/2013 20:59

17:15

EZS9028

GVA

CNX

24/12/2013 17:16
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Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

Actual off block time

17:20

UX1016

MAD

24/12/2013 18:01

21:10

EZY9045

EDI

24/12/2013 21:19

17:30

CNX

BA2942

EDI

22:00

IA238

BGW

24/12/2013 22:13

17:30

CNX

BA2964

GLA

22:20

SIG999

FSS

24/12/2013 22:15

EZS9029

BSL

EZY8478

GVA

18:00

BA2776

JER

24/12/2013 22:29

18:00

EI029

BHD

24/12/2013 18:18

18:00

EZY9030

LYS

24/12/2013 18:04

18:30

BA2043

CMB

24/12/2013 21:47

BA2946

EDI

19:00

BA2966

GLA

24/12/2013 22:53

19:00

EI247

DUB

24/12/2013 19:23

19:00

EZY9038

GVA

24/12/2013 18:50

19:05

EZY9039

GLA

24/12/2013 21:33

19:30

BA2778

JER

25/12/2013 00:24

19:30

EZY9044

AMS

24/12/2013 19:26

19:40

VY7825

BCN

24/12/2013 20:43

19:50

GR611

GCI

24/12/2013 20:24

20:10

EK010

DXB

24/12/2013 20:46

20:50

EZY9043

BFS

24/12/2013 20:58

17:30
17:30

19:00
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CNX

CNX

24/12/2013 17:40

Source: GAL analysis
Note: CNX indicates that the flight was cancelled
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Annex 4 – Summary Statistics of Flights at
London Gatwick on 23, 24 and 25 December
Table A4 shows the flights that were scheduled
to operate out of the North Terminal on 24
December, but were checked-in in the South
Terminal and then operated out of the North
Terminal.

Table A4
Operated North Terminal flights checked-in in
the South Terminal

Flight No.

A4
Destination

EZY861

INV

EZY8895

RAK

Destination

TK1982

IST

EK010

DXB

TK1964

SAW

EK012

DXB

TK1998

IST

EK016

DXB

TOM4246

ALC

EZY8869

AMS

TOM878

BVC

EZY8462

GVA

TOM030

PUJ

EZY8363

BRI

TOM4266

MLA

EZY8497

OPO

TOM094

HKT

EZY8551

MJV

VN054

HAN

EZY8593

DUS

VY7823

BCN

EZY8717

LIS

VY7825

BCN

EZY8401

DME

EZY8903

GIB

EZY8661

ALC

EZY8823

MLA

EZY8893

RAK

EZY8407

IVL

EZY831

BFS

Flight No.

Source: GAL analysis
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A4

Annex 4 – Summary Statistics of Flights at
London Gatwick on 23, 24 and 25 December

December 25 2013
Table A5 below shows the additional flights that were operated on
25 December 2013.
Table A5
Additional flights operated on 25 December 2013

Table A6 below shows those flights that operated on 25 December
with bags only.
Table A6
Bag only flights
Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

10:00

BA9223F

SZG

25/12/2013 08:33

12:00

BA9225F

RAK

AGP

25/12/2013 12:26

ACE

25/12/2013 08:49

13:00

BA9226F

TIA

ALC

25/12/2013 14:12

TOM4252

TFS

25/12/2013 09:38

14:00

BA9216F

TFS

09:30

TOM346

AYT

25/12/2013 10:14

14:30

BA9217F

VCE

09:35

TOM078

CUN

25/12/2013 09:57

09:00

EZY9925

FAO

25/12/2013 09:16

09:00

EZY9667

ALC

25/12/2013 09:18

10:00

EZY9605

AGP

25/12/2013 10:19

10:00

EZY9917

FAO

25/12/2013 10:26

11:30

EZY8909

AMM

25/12/2013 11:55

12:30

EZY9603

AGP

25/12/2013 12:38

13:30

EZY9437

BSL

25/12/2013 13:41

Scheduled
Time

Flight No.

Destination

08:20

TOM4226

TFS

08:20

TOM4238

09:00

Actual off block time

Source: GAL analysis

Source: GAL analysis
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Via

Actual off block time
25/12/2013 10:05

25/12/2013 16:49
GVA

25/12/2013 17:55

Annex 5 – Passenger terminal data
Figures A1 and A2 below show the numbers of passengers hour by hour
in the South Terminal and North Terminal departure lounges (as measured
by entry through the central security areas (CSA)) and the hour by hour
passenger departure rates on 24 December 2013.

A5

Figure A2
North Terminal passenger flows

Figure A1
South Terminal passenger flows

Source: GAL analysis

It is notable that the passenger flow rates are substantially higher in the
South Terminal than the North Terminal.
Source: GAL analysis
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A5

Annex 5 – Passenger terminal data

Figures A3 and A4 below show the numbers of passengers in each
Terminal hour by hour. These figures also show the cumulative departures
from each of the terminals over the day.

Figure A4
North Terminal cumulative departures and passenger numbers

Figure A3
South Terminal cumulative departures and passenger numbers

Source: GAL analysis

Source: GAL analysis
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It is notable that there is a stark difference between the cumulative
numbers of passengers in the North Terminal and the South Terminal,
which is indicative of flights not leaving the North Terminal during the day
- around 18,000 passengers departed from the South Terminal, whereas
only around 9,000 passengers departed from the North Terminal, with
around 8,000 passengers ultimately needing to be decontrolled from the
North Terminal, after their flights were cancelled.
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Annex 6 – Summary of disruption
at Gatwick Airport on 16 October 2013
Introduction
On 16 October 2013, Gatwick Airport’s South
Terminal suffered a power outage at 11:35,
caused by water ingress to one of the substations serving the Terminal. The power outage
was predicted to last a number of hours, in
which time no flights could operate out of the
South Terminal. A recovery plan was instigated
to operate flights out of the North Terminal.
Recovery Plan
The South Terminal power outage had a
widespread effect, impacting systems such
that no flights could operate out of the South
Terminal. The recovery plan involved all
South Terminal flights operating out of the
North Terminal. When the power went out,
passengers were already present in the South
Terminal departure lounge. In addition, there
were passengers that were yet to check-in.

The recovery plan involved bussing those
passengers who were already present in the
departure lounge, from the South Terminal,
to the North Terminal, where they would then
board their flight. Passengers were bussed on
a flight by flight basis, with this commencing
from 14:40.
Initially, until around 14:30, passengers
continued to be processed through South
Terminal security. After 14:30 passengers
were processed through the North Terminal,
transferring landside, using either the interterminal shuttle, or a supplementary coaching
operation that had been put in place.

A6

Impact on passengers
The disruption caused substantial reduction in
the quality of the passenger experience, with
passengers having to change terminals, either
landside or airside, and with significant delays
to their flights. There were also a number of
cancellations, a number of passengers missed
their flights and some passenger had to fly
without their hold baggage. In total, 4 departing
and 4 arriving flights were cancelled, impacting
around 1,250 passengers. 107 missed their
flights, with these departing on a later flight
on 16 October, or on either 17 or 18 October.
In addition, 208 bags were flown to their
destination on subsequent flights on 16 and 17
October.
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A6

Annex 6 – Summary of disruption
at Gatwick Airport on 16 October 2013

Post disruption review
The post disruption review identified a number
of issues from the incident, including:
Communications
• GAL volunteers were not always aware of
what the status of the recovery plan was.
This resulted in some passengers being
directed to the North Terminal when they
should have been processed through the
South Terminal
• T
 here was a lack of up to date information
being provided by airlines and ground
handlers to GAL ,which resulted in
inconsistent messages to passengers
• A
 t one point easyJet sent a text to its
passengers, informing them that all of its
fights would be departing from the North
terminal. GAL was unaware that this text had
been sent and its content. This resulted in
substantial congestion in the South Terminal
inter-terminal shuttle station.

operation had been put in place, which
resulted in a lack of passengers using this
service, contributing to congesting on the
inter-terminal shuttle
Engineering
• There was a lack of electrical drawings
available to staff, which impacted recovery
times
• T
 he capacity of the back- up generators
which meant only essential items could be
brought back on line
IT
• There were issues associated with the
resilience of in internal communications
channels, with radios and telephones unable
to be utilised
• T
 he ability for staff to print IDAHO locally
was unavailable, which impacted their
understanding of the status of operations

• T
 here was a lack of understanding amongst
GAL volunteers that a landside bussing
68
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Airfield
• No disruption cell was activated on the
airfield, which if it had been could have aided
recovery.
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